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1. AMERICA'S NATURAL ENDOWMENT 

Introduction 

With the creation of Guadalupe Mountains National Park on October 15f 

1966, one of the most scenic spots of Texas was set aside for public enjoy

ment . 

The Guadalupe Mountains tell a story of some 12,000 years of man's 

existence—of cave dweller, conquistador and maruding Apache, of goldhunter, 

stage driver and calveryman. 

As well as having a colorful history, the Guadalupe Range possesses 

an abundance of natural and scenic values. Geologists, botanists and 

zoologists are intrigued by the unique combination of natural phenomena 

that may be found within the boundaries of this recently created national 

park. An abundance of geologic history can be found within the park. 

El Capitan, Guadalupe Peak and McKittrick Canyon are the names of the three 

most familiar features that have been created from the uplifted fossil reef. 

M-l^: 



Vegetation ranging from desert xerophytes to alpine evergreens provides a 

unique display of botanical specimens. Similar diversity is apparent in 

the wildlife populations. Mountain lion, elk, brown bear, mule deer, 

turkey, fox, mountain sheep and over 200 species of birds as well as Texas' 

only trout stream may be found in the Guadalupes. 

Relationships between this recreation facility and other nearby 

recreation facilities of southeastern New Mexico exist in a real and 

mutually beneficial form. Guadalupe Mountains National Park must be 

considered an integral part of the evolving recreational complex that will 

also include Lincoln National Forest and Carlsbad Caverns National Park. 

The Creation of the National Park Service 

Traditionally, any natural landscape set aside for preservation and 

enjoyment has been referred to as a park. In more recent times, however, 

social needs have created the need for more specific terminology and more 

precise criteria. 

Attitudes of Americans underwent a broad change around the turn of 

this century. National events brought affluence and economic stability to 

most Americans. At the same time that education widened the span of an 
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individual's interests, sophisticated technology and increasing affluence 

provided both the time and the means for his indulgence in them. Under 

these new circumstances, pastimes and leisures which had been reserved for 

the affluent in our society were now accessible to most everyone. It was 

at this time in our history that a new awareness of America's natural 

endowment began. 

Our public park policy was proclaimed when legislation established 

Yellowstone National Park on March 1, I872. It was in this act that Congress 

proclaimed that selected sections of public domain were to be 

...reserved and withdrawn from settlement, occupancy 
or sale under the laws of the United States and dedicated 
and set apart as a public park or pleasuring-ground 
for the benefit and enjoyment of the people...that... 
the Secretary of the Interior...shall provide for the 
preservation, from injury or spoliation,v̂  of all 
timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities or 
wonders within said park, and their retention in 
their natural condition.2 

This act signaled the beginning of a concept which expanded the function 

of national responsibility to meet a new public purpose. 

Later, additional needs brought new legislation which was required to 

match the tempo of changing times. The Antiquities Act of 1906,gave the 

president authority to set aside national moniments. In I916, the National 

Park Service was established, an action creating the administrative arm for 

R̂ Fi'̂ î \XKkft..-.'t̂  iV^» .Siul: Wf' •:• ?-«:PN-;v;*aai« 
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overseeing an expanding system of national "pleasuring-grounds." Then, 

our nation's parks and public lands were industriously improved by the 

social work programs of the New Deal. Most recently. National Historic 

Sites, National Parkways, National Seashores, and National Recreational 

Areas were provided for, and each one marked a new concept in the respon

sibilities of our national park system. 

Recently a re-assessment of the management, planning and coordinating 

functions of the complex park system was required. Therefore, President 

Eisenhower commissioned a panel for that purpose, and, in 1962, the Outdoor 

Recreation Resources Review Commission submitted their findings. Out of 

their recommendations, new objectives were formed and new criteria was 

formulated for the national park system. 

Three categories of areas--natural, historical and recreational--

were prescribed. Since Guadalupe Mountains National Park is classified 

as a natural area, a survey of the criteria of this type of area is essential. 

Criteria for Natural Areas 

The first criterion on which a national park (or a national monument) 

must be judged is that of national significance. National significance is 
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attributed to those areas exhibiting qualities of exceptional value which 

add some new dimension in interpreting our nation's natural endowment. 

Some specific examples have been set forth: 

1. Outstanding geological formations or features significantly 

illustrating geological processes. 

2. Signigicant fossil evidence of the development of life on earth. 

3. An ecological community significantly illustrating characteristics 

of a physiographic province or a biome. 

4. A biota of relative stability maintaining itself under prevailing 

natural conditions, such as a climatic climax community. 

5. An ecological community significantly illustrating the process 

of succession and restoration to natural condition following 

disruptive change. 

6. A habitat supporting a vanishing, rare, or restrictel.djspecies. 

7. A relict flora or fauna persisting from an earlier period. 

8. A seasonal haven for concentrations of native animals, or a vantage 

point for observing concentrated populations, such as a constricted 

migration route. 

9- A site containing signigicant evidence illustrating important 

scientific discoveries. 



10. Examples of the scenic grandeur of our national heritage.-

Any one of the above is sufficient justification for the establishment 

of a national park or a national monument if its value is paramount. 

Not only does Guadalupe Mountains National Park possess a majority of the 

above examples, but it has also been conserved in a nearly undisturbed 

state for almost fifty years. 

The second criterion is the standard which measures appropriateness 

and propriety. To be classified as a national park, a site should consist 

of a spacious area possessing beauty and quality together in such a super

lative combination that the site should be forever preserved for only the 

highest forms of outdoor recreation- The park lands should comprise a 

comprehensive unit for effective public usage, as well as for proper 

management and perpetuation of native flora and fauna. A broad range of 

recreational activities should be available within a natural setting; 

however, those features or characteristics which merited the park's 

establishment must be preserved. Usually a national park would contain 

numerous intangible assets having both scenic and scientific value--̂  

Lastly, the measure of practicality must be used to evaluate feasibility. 

If the creation of a specific national park fulfills either present or 

future public needs and if its creation outweighs alternative uses, then 



the proposal is justified, and the park should become a reality, 

Establishment of Guadalupe Mountains National Park 

The Guadalupe Mountains area was the subject of several feasibility 

studies cooperatively sponsored by the U.S. Department of Interior Advisory 

boards, Senate committees, and inspection teams which visited there. All 

reached the same conclusion—that the area met all the above-mentioned 

criteria for a natural area. 

Later, when Public Law 89-667 officially established Guadalupe Mountains 

National Park the reason for its creation was explicitly stated: "...to 

preserve in public ownership an area in the state of Texas possessing out

standing geological values with scenic and other natural values of great 

significance." Thus, the land within this new addition holds intrigue for 

the scientists and recreationalists alike. 

There are several natural phenomena that provide Guadalupe with its 

particular brand of native splendor and its \;inique park environment. It 

is important to gain a knowledge of this natural environment, because the 

works and thoughts of man are usually inspired by his surroundings. 
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II. THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK 

General Description 

"With the signature of President Lyndon B. Johnson on October 15. 1966, 

Public Law 89-667 authorized the establishment of Guadalupe Mountains National 

Park. Thereby, one of the most outstandingly beautiful spots in the state 

of Texas was set aside for the enjoyment and benefit of all Americans. 

The Guadalupe Moxmtains National Park embraces 77,582 acres. Of these, 

60,57^ are in Culbertson County and 16,9^4 in Hudspeth County, Texas. The 

park's greatest dimensions are approximately 13 miles from north to south 

and 12 miles from east to v/est. 

The northern boundary of the park is the Texas-New Mexico border. From 

the park to Carlsbad, New Mexico is 55 miles and to El Paso, 110 miles. 

The park is accessible from both these places via U.S. Highway 62-180-

Abutting the park on the north is Lincoln National Forest and adjacent to 

the forest and some 28 miles from Guadalupe Mountains National Park is 



Carlsbad Caverns National Park which attracts some 600,000 visitors annually. 

For scientist and average citizen alike, the area included in the new 

national park is of great interest. The chief attraction to the scientist 

is the fact that here, at elevations ranging between 3»650 and 8,750 feet 

above sea level, are exposed the results of processes of nature that took 

place below the surface of a 10,000 square mile inland ocean some 200 million 

years ago, processes similar to those that are taking place beneath the 

surfaces of oceans throughout the world today. The Guadalupe Mountains in 

their entirety are no more than a profoundly uplifted segment of the Capitan 

barrier reef—a wall or ridge of rock built by lowly marine organisms in 

warm, shallow, clear waters on the floor of an ancient sea. The Guadalupe 

Mountains are of unique significance, providing a source for research on 

earth history and on the origin and distribution of essential mineral re

sources, including, among others, petroleum and potash. 

While preservation of the whole would be justified for its scientific 

significance alone, it has other attractions as well. Three natural features 

within the boundaries of the park are outstanding to anyone who visits it. 

The first is Guadalupe Peak which rises to an elevation of 8,751 feet above 

sea level, or approximately 5fl00 feet above the surrounding countryside. 

This is the highest point in the state of Texas. Near Guadalupe Peak are 
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Lost Peak (7,83^ feet) to the north, Pine Top Mountain (8,362 feet) to the 

northeast, and Shumard Peak (8,626 feet), Bartlett Peak (8,513 feet) and 

Bush Mountain (8,676 feet) to the northwest, all of which are within the park 

boundaries. 

A second outstanding natural feature within the park is El Capitan 

(8,076 feet) just south of Guadalupe Peak. El Capitan is at the apex of 

the wedge-shaped geological formation of which the other peaks mentioned are 

parts. The sheer 1,000-foot limestone cliffs of El Capitan and the equally 

imposing glacis below the cliffs give it a fortresslike appearance. Visible 

for 50 miles or more, it has been a landmark ever since man first appeared 

in this part of the world and has been well-known to white travellers since 

1858 when the Butterfield Trail was carved out of the wilderness. 

A third natural feature of note is McKittrick Canyon in the northeastern 

corner of the park- This canyon, the floor of which is at an elevation of 

5,400 feet, is a small ecological paradise. It has been maintained since the 

early twenties, virtually as a wildlife refuge by its former owners. While 

McKittrick Canyon originates within the park area, it extends into Lincoln 

National Forest. There should be very close cooperation between the Forest 

Service and the National Park Service in preserving it as nearly as possible 

in its natural condition so that those studying geology, botany and zoology, 

mrirmiii Mli 
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as well as all visitors to the area may have the full benefit of this bit of 

wilderness. 

As the statements indicate, the primary interest in the Guadalupe 

Mountains National Park area is likely to be its rugged terrain and its 

geology. For some visitors, however, its botanical and zoological aspects 

will also be of importance. The botanical types found here range from 

Chihuahuan Desert to Lower Sonoran. Walkingstick bholla, lechugilla, 

creosote bush, century plant, acacia, minosa, Texas walnut and madrone, 

hackberry, ponderosa pine, alligator-bark and Rocky Mountain juniper, 

chinquapin oak, yucca, Douglas-fir, quaking aspen and a host of other 

species of flora are to be found within the park's boundaries.' As for the 

fauna, there are to be found deer, elk, wild turkey, mule deer, and occassional 

bighorn, pronghom, black bear, and mountain lion, not to mention the only 

rainbow trout to be found in Texas. Finally, there are incompletely explored 

archeological remains within the boundaries of the park. Man's residence in 

the area 6,000, and perhaps as much as 12,000 years ago, is shown by a large 

number of pictographs and by pottery remnants, mascal-roasting pits, and 

other bits of evidence. 
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History 

The accumulated knowledge of ancient man in the Guadalupes is incomplete 

and imprecise. The earliest Indians that penetrated the jagged limestone 

hills certainly encountered something less than ideal living conditions. Early 

man lived off the land by hunting, and found many useful plants with which 

to supplement his diet in the canyons and the high mountains of the Guadalupes. 

His numbers were very small and his habitations were most often in naturally 

occurring caves and solution chambers. Remains of mescal cooking pits are 

found at all elevations throughout the park. Still, there is no evidence 

of large or permanent settlements in the area. 

Archeological investigations have been in progress since 1925» when 

J. Walter Fewkes representing the Bureau of American Ethnology first began 

collecting inforTtiation on the original Inhabitants in this part of the 
Q 

Southwest. 

As a result of his and other studies, it has been substantiated that 

men have resided in the Guadalupes for at least 6,000 years. The remains of 

early man together with skeletons of extinct animals such as the Taylor bison, 

four-horned antelope, musk ox, and primitive horse were discovered by E.B. 

Howard in 1932, and since these animals roamed the earth some 6,000 years ago. 
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man must have been here for at least that long. 

Hermit's Cave, found in Last Chance Canyon, has been the location of 

much excavation and study. Three, and possibly four, occupational levels 

have been uncovered at this site. Carbon 14 testing of three samples of 

matter taken from the lowermost layer indicate ages ranging from 11,850 
Q 

to 12,900 years. This earliest group of residents was the one associated 

with the above-mentioned extinct animals. The second group of cave dwellers 

were basket weavers and worked with products from the fiber of yucca, 

lechuguilla, and sacahuiste. Sandles, coiled baskets, and parts of matting 

were also discovered at the second occupational level. These inhabitants 

were members of an archaic desert culture who prospered from 2,000 to 4,000 

years ago. The topmost layer contained numerous potsherds. Indians of 

this period used pottery vessels for storage purposes. No vessels were 

found intact, but some 28 fragments have been unearthed. These clay pot

sherds belong to the "Classic" or "Pueblo III" period with a time range of 

between 1250 and 1300 A-D.""-*̂  

Hermit's Cave served as an acceptable home for many occupants. The 

cave is a natural shelter facing east at the top of a slope of approximately 

sixty-five feet. It remains dry and unaffected by the winds blowing down 

the canyon. Fresh water is available from permanently flowing springs only 
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a mile or so away. 

Unlike the Comanche and Apache who were to follow, early man was a study 

in survival. Food, fiber, tools and weapons had to be produced from natural 

sources close at hand. Mescal and sotol, his dietary mainstay, were sup

plemented by wild game that he could trap in nets and snares or kill with 

darts and arrows. No evidence of cultivation has yet to be found, but 

roasting pits are visible at all elevations indicating that early man followed 

his food supply from valley floor to mountain top. 

In many ways ancient man strongly resembles his modern counterpart. He 

struggled to adapt and to relate to his surroundings. In this manner he 

formed habits, a way of life, and a culture. 

These archaic cultures have been only superficially investigated, but 

archeologists are continuing their research of the numerous sites located 

within the park's boundary. Surely the archeologic story should be prominent

ly featured in interpretive programs at the Visitor Center and throughout the 

park. 

Preceding the arrival of settlers at Plymouth Rock and Jamestown by over 

two-thirds of a century, Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca meandered across the 

Southwest in 1530- A survivor of the Narvaez expedition which had been 

shipwrecked on the Texas Gulf coast, De Vaca suffered hardships and ill-
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treatment as he made his way toward Mexico. The castaway's trail through 

Texas has long been the subject of historical conjecture and speculation. 

Some authorities believe that the Spanish adventurer's footsteps took him 

into the Davis Mountains, where he turned southward and crossed the Rio Grande 

near Lajitas. Others hold the opinion that De Vaca crossed the Rio Grande 

some distance above the place now called El Paso. At any rate, in the summer 

of 1536, Cabeza de Vaca and three other survivors arrived in Mexico City with 

exciting tales of their adventure to recount, as well as stories told to them 

by Indians of cities to the north which were aglitter with silver and gold. 

The Spanish did not wait long before they followed up this accidental 

exploration. Only four years later they explored the expanse of this new 

land. Besides the beckon of unfound riches, another consideration lured 

the Spaniards northward. The King of Spain, a devout champion of Cathol

icism, saw here an opportunity to carry a knowledge of God to the heathen 

dwelling in the new territory. 

The expedition headed by Francisco Vasquez de Coronado discovered no 

treasures, but Coronado's claim to fame is secure due to his exploration of 

a vast, unknown area. Exploration was a prerequisite to the colonization 

that was not long in coming. By the 1560's padres of the Franciscan order 

had established missions as far not-th as the Rio Grande. Then in I58I, 
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the energetic monk Fray Rodriguez proceeded northward along the Rio Grande 

into the fertile valleys of New Mexico where several tribes of Indians had 

established pueblos. The unfortunate Rodriguez and his companions lived 

12 among them for some time, but were finally robbed and murdered. 

News of the fate of Rodriguez only served to spark an exploratory ex

pedition led by Antonio de Espejo. Espejo journeyed northward until he 

reached the pueblos near present-day Santa Fe. Then he turned eastward 

to the Pecos River which he christened Rio de las Vacas--River of the Cows— 

due to the numerous buffalo present in the area. Continuing southward along 

the west bank of the Pecos for 120 leagues, he roughly paralleled the eastern 

flank of the Guadalupes. It is not known whether Espejo actually spotted 

the Guadalupes, but it is still an oddity that the first two explorers to 

pass within 100 miles or so of the Guadalupe Mountains were Spaniards coming 

13 from the east and from the north. -̂  

Antonio de Espejo's tales of his travels did nothing to spur permanent 

settlement in the rugged mountains and on the arid plains of the Trans-

Pecos. This event was to be left to a new breed of people who would not 

appear on the scene in significant numbers until more than 150 years had 

passed. 

The Spanish explorers were appropriately named conquistadores, because 
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they were both conquerors and plunderers. They were armed adventurers 

looking for riches to confiscate and for recognition that success would bring 

them. They would gladly endure the hardships imposed on them by a harsh 

nattijre and a rugged land with its savage inhabitants, so long as their suf

ferings were rewarded. But in the Trans-Pecos area neither glory nor treasure 

prompted further investigation. Therefore, the attention of New Spain was 

drawn to the more promising lands of the Tejas with its settlements centering 

around San Antonio and to the rich mines and fertile fields around Santa Fe. 

So that these two trade territories as well as their missionary settle

ments might be linked together and protected at the same time, the Spanish 

built a line of presidios along the larger water courses of the Southwest. 

Several of these posts were constructed along the Rio Grande. This presidio 

system waxed for almost a century and then it waned and faded. By 1810 most 

of the fortifications had been abandoned-

During all these years, the Guadalupes as well as most of the Trans-

Pecos area remained a sanctuary for bands of Indians. After the garrisons 

stationed at the presidios withdrew, the Comanches roamed and raided deep 

into Mexico. Each year in September, the Comanches would begin a journey 

of some 400 miles to farms,:: ranches, and villages of Durango and Chihuahua. 

The great Comanche War Trail began in the Texas Panhandle then called the 
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Llano Estacado or "staked plains," led across monotonous flatlands inhabited 

by jackrabbits and antelope, crossed the Pecos River at Horsehead Crossing, 

continued to Comanche Springs (Fort Stockton), and finally proceeded to the 

Rio Grande and the rich hunting grounds beyond. Much livestock and other 

booty, as well as thousands of Mexican lives, were lost to the marauders. 15 

While the Comanches were nomadic horsemen who followed the buffalo, the 

Apaches were more settled, living in semi-permanent villages in their mountain 

retreats. Apaches and Comanches were inveterate enemies having only one 

thing in common—a hatred'of Mexicans and later of white men. 

The Indian problem was one unhappy circumstance among the many that had 

to be dealt with in 1848, when the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the Mex

ican War. By the terms of this treaty the United States obtained an enormous 

expanse of real estate—all lands north of the Rio Grande to El Paso and a 

line generally westward from there to the Pacific Ocean. Most of this new 

territory was terra incognita, and both victor and vanquished would have to 

cooperate in taming the Comanches and Apaches to whom a border line meant 

nothing. ' 

The United States readily agreed to an article guaranteeing Mexico pro

tection from Indian depredations from north of the border; compliance with 

the article proved to be difficult. This protection could be provided only 

I 
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after a chain of military posts had been firmly established and garrisoned 

with troops of cavalry. Delays and some unforeseen circumstances would 

be encoimtered before this task was completed. 

Two events that transpired in 1849 made that year important in the history 

of the Southwest. The first was the already mentioned Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo; the second was the discovery of gold in the millraces at Sutter's 

Fort in California. This opened the Southwest for American settlement and 

sparked a pell-mell race westward. These two incidents had a very direct 

effect on the future of West Texas. Events which had been slow-paced during 

three centuries of Spanish and Mexican sovereignty now began to occur at a 

rapid, even hectic, rate. The ara of Anglo expansion was underway. 

Anticipating and secretly encouraging the rush for gold, the War Depart

ment in 1849 directed the U.S. Army to perform reconnaissance surveys into 

the Mexican cession. Two trails were explored between the Pecos River and 

El Paso. One passed through Limpia Canyon and the Davis Moimtains. The 

second led through Guadalupe Pass. Both of these surveying parties were 

organized and directed by Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Joseph E. Johnston, chief 

topographical engineer of the Eighth Department. Some years later, this same 

officer was to distinguish himself in behalf of the Confederate cause during 
17 the War Between the States. ' 

i% 
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Lieutenant Francis T. Bryan commanded the party of thirty men which 

made the first official visit to the Guadalupes. Lt. Bryan had been ordered 

to investigate this northern route to El Paso, which had been earlier reported 

by trailblazer and Indian agent Major Robert S. Neighbors. His study proved 

this northern route to be several miles shorter than the Limpia Canyon 
-1 Q 

trail and presented "no obstructions to the easy passage of wagons." Grass 

and water were available within marches of twenty-five miles "except from 

the head of the Concho to the Pecos—a distance of sixty-eight miles, which 
19 is entirely without permanent water at present." ^ Thus the trail through 

Guadalupe Pass was established as a practicable, though imperfect, route 

between San Antonio and El Paso. 

This treaty of peace signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo also included an 

article calling for a delineation of the boundary line between the United 

States and Mexico. So that the line might be physically determined on the 

terrain itself, a survey commission composed of officials from both nations 

was to be appointed. This commission would then jointly establish and 

mark the international line to the satisfaction of both the United States and 

Mexico. 

After one false start and a change in personnel, John Russell Bartlett 

received the appointment as United States Boundary Commissioner. General 

a -f.t'r A ii\^M 
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Garcia Conde served as Mexico's representative throughout the entire venture. 

It was Bartlett's intention as he stated in his Narrative to give such 

an accurate description of the country through which he passed that it would 

become "a useful guide to emigrants and other travelers. . . tsince] a vast deal 

of suffering may be saved by placing in the hands of emigrating parties a 

guide across the country to the golden regions of California, whither so 

20 many are now annually wending." Bartlett was well staffed to accomplish 

this purpose for his party consisted of botanists, zoologists, and mineral-

ologists, as well as surveyors, topographical engineers, artists, and 

draftsmen. 

Haste was imperative if Bartlett was to reach El Paso in time for the 

first session of the joint commission on November 1, I85O; consequently he 

took Lt. Bryan's shorter route via Guadalupe Pass. The presence of "recent 

Indian sign" and the wintery blast of a snow storm halted his party on 

Delaware Creek. With supplies running low and already being a week tardy 

for his scheduled meeting with Conde', Bartlett and a small detachment pushed 

on ahead of the main party. His march carried him across a portion of 

Guadalupe Mountains National Park-

As Bartlett neared El Paso he overtook a wagon train hauling government 

supplies bound for the same destination. Though it was not choked with traffic, 

iA 
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already the northern route across the Pecos River was becoming better known 

21 and more often used. 

Countless articles and books have been written of trails and of travelers 

during this time when a contagion of gold fever swept the country. It is 

popular knowledge that the sijmmer routes such as the Santa Fe, Oregon, and 

Mormon Trails were paths that led to riches in the golden West. That similar 

all-weather trails to the south were also used is not so well known. Large 

groups of emigrants en route to the gold fields trudged the southern routes. 

They were so numerous that often military escorts were assigned to them for 

protection. Fortunately for modern chroniclers, one of these escorts was 

commanded by Captain R.B. Marcy, a man keen of observation and faithful in 

his description of people, places, and incidents. Marcy's journals and 

accoimts give excellent verbal sketches of these often raw times. After 

escorting one emigrant train from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to Santa Fe, he 
22 traveled through Guadalupe Pass on his return trip. Some of his engaging 

descriptions of plant and animal life already have been alluded to in earlier 

sections. 

While Marcy was bivouacked just east of the Guadalupes, he made a far-

sighted observation as he noted the recreation potential of this spot. 

Marcy recorded 

&i.^.: 
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There are several [mineral] springs at this place, 
the waters of which unite and form the Delaware Creek 
..-Is it not within the scope of probabilities that 
these springs may be found to possess valuable medi
cinal properties, and that this place may yet (and 
at no very distant period) become a place of fashion
able resort for the "upper-ten-thousand" of New 
Mexico? The climate here is delightful, the 
atmosphere perfectly elastic and pure, and the tempera
ture uniform and delicious....23 

His prediction reflected the 1849 concept of recreation as being limited to 

an elite class and "pleasuring grounds" being comprised of resorts and spas. 

As it has already been shown, gold was a catalyst in the settlement of 

western America. By the end of 1850, some 100,000 migrants had arrived in 

California as they pursued visions of "striking it rich"; another year 

increased the total to 300,000. By the time the intensity had cooled and 

the hardships of the journey were publicized, the West had so captured the 

imaginations of Americans that the exodus continued at a steady rate. Thus, 

the Pacific Coast states were settled many years before they would have been 

otherwise. However, time and distance still divided the nation in two. The 

necessity for more rapid communications between east and west ushered in 

the short but colorful epoch of the overland stagecoach. 

One of the most famous of these overland mail routes was the Butterfield 

Trail. In laying out this trail the Overland Mail Company reviewed maps and 

reports of military expeditions through the Southwest and after much 
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controversy chose the "thirty-second parallel route." For the same reasons 

originally set forth by Lt. Bryan, the Butterfield Trail was routed through 

Guadalupe Pass, where the highest staging station on the entire length of 

the trail was established at the Pinery. There water, shelter, and forage 

were available. 

Although the primary purpose for creating the Overland Mail Company, as 

the name indicates, was for carrying mail, passenger service was also provided, 

Several fine accounts of trips taken over the Butterfield Trail were written 

down by these travelers. One of them, W.L. Ormsby, who was a correspondent 

for the New York Herald, described a stop at the Pine Spring Station. 

The Guadalupe Peak loomed up before us all day in 
the most aggravating manner. It fairly seemed to be 
further off the more we traveled, so that I almost gave 
up in despair all hopes of reaching it. Our last eight 
or ten miles we were amoung the foothills of the range, 
and I now confidently believed we were within a mile or 
two, at the outside. But the road wound and crooked 
over the interminable hills for miles yet.,and we seemed 
to be no nearer than before. I could see the outlines 
of the mountain plainly, and, as I eagerly asked how 
far it was, the captairli laughingly told me it was just 
five miles yet, and he had better stop and give the 
animals a little rest or they never could finish it. 
I should not have had the slightest hesitance in attemp
ting to walk the distance in a few minutes, so near did 
it seem. 

We camped,at Independence Spring—about five miles 
from the peak--a natural curiosity, in its way, for the 
sand bolls up constantly a few feet from the surface. 

ftiSf, 
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while the depth of the spring is said to be fifteen feet. 
The water was exceedingly cool, and is believed to be 
the same that bubbles up near the mouth of the Delaware 
below, and the piney woods above, sinking in the ground 
and rising again twice. 

We were obliged actually to beat our mules with 
rock to make them go the remaining»five miles to the sta
tion, which is called the Pinery on account of the number 
of pine trees that grow in the gorge of the mountain in 
which it is situated. As we approached the mountain, the 
hills and gulleys bore the apprearance of having been 
created by some vast, fierce torrent rushing around the 
base of the peak, and tearing its way through the loose 
earth. The comparative scarcity of stone all over the 
Staked Plain and up to the very foot of the mountain is 
also noticeable, and it seems as if nature had saved all 
of her ruggedness to pile it up in this colossal form 
of the Guadalupe Peak, which rears its head four thousand 
feet above the level of the plain, and seven thousand 
feet above the level of the sea. This great height of 
the plains above the level of the sea will account in 
some measure for the deliciously cool .̂ breezes of which 
I have spoken.24 

The Pine Spring Station operated for only six months. Lack of water 

between the Guadalupe Mountains and the Pecos River proved to be so acute 

that the advantages provided by the shorter, easier route were sacrificed 

for an assured water supply further to the south through Limpia Canyon. 

But that venture, too, was short-lived. 

Having begun on September 16, 1858, the mail stages operated with 

astonishing regularity between St. Louis and San Francisco for only two and 

one-half years. Although the Post Office Department lost a great deal of 
mi" 
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money on the overland mail, it was the impending Civil War, not financial 

considerations, that caused the stages to stop rolling along the Butterfield 

Trail. Lines of communications were later reestablished further to the 

north through Colorado where protection by Federal forces could be guaranteed. -̂  

Tremendous changes had occurred in West Texas in little over a decade. 

By i860, Fort Davis and Fort Stockton had been established; communities were 

springing to life in the Trans-Pecos, especially adjacent to such Army posts. 

El Paso and Presidio were bustling with activity as freighters hauled goods 

to and from Chihuahua. The Indian situation was almost under control. Raids 

?6 were not loncommon, but they were not carried out as they once were. 

Then, suddenly, a long-festering dispute flared into the armed confron

tation of the Civil War. The Federals marched out of West Texas, and the 

Confederates marched in, but little reamined there to be protected. Most 

able-bodied men either had joined their favorite army or had gone to Mexico. 

As a result the redman regained most of his lost dominion. This time, however, 

it was only the Apache who inhabited the Trans-Pecos. The Comanches depended 

on the buffalo, and the depleted herds no longer roamed deep into Texas. 

In 1867, victorious Federal troops reoccupied West Texas and rebuilt 

their forts. Then for the next fifteen years the cavalrymen performed escort 

and patrol duties, continually reducing the Indians' sphere of influence. 
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By 1880, the Apaches were confined to reservations, and the Guadalupes were 

27 free for settlement. 

A spirit of innovation was instilled in the new West Texans. But at 

the same time they attempted to modify their surroundings, they were also 

adapted to their environment. The impartial—often harsh—nature, which 

denied them easy prosperity, brought to the surface certain personal qualities 

in the Anglo-Americans. Self-reliance, a fierce independence, and a sort 

of frontier chivalry could be observed in individuals, as well as in their 

communities. In large part this was due to the sparse population, the 

great distances between communities, and the loneliness of ranch life which 

developed common bonds among neighbors and evoked a natural friendliness 

toward newcomers. This warm hospitality has been responsible for making 

permanent citizens out of visitors and for bringing back many others to re

discover the accord which exists between the land and its people. 

Since the 1900's cattle, goat, and sheep ranching constituted both a 

livelihood and a way of life. More recently, irrigation wells have allowed 

limited quantities of cotton and grain sorghum to be produced. The future, 

however, holds little promise of agricultural growth. Technological advances 

have benefitted other areas of Texas while the prevailing arid conditions of 

the Trans-Pecos would seem to preclude such agricultural expansion. Oil and 
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gas discoveries brought flourishing bloom to nearby cities, but not to the 

region adjacent to the Guadalupes. Through the years the recreation industry 

has assumed more and more importance and points toward an even brighter future 

While the existence of Carlsbad Caverns had been known for many years 

under the name of "Bat Cave," knowledge of its beauty and magnitude was slow 

in coming to light. Finally, in the 1920's, attention of conservationists 

and adventurers was focused on the southeastern corner of New Mexico and 

the adjacent section of Texas. In 1924, the National Geographic Society or

ganized an expedition to explore the caverns. During their stay there, the 

party visited El Capitan and "Guadalupe Canyon." In his later article on the 

expedition, Willis T. Lee voiced praises for the natural beauty and local 

color of the region. 

The mountains and plains in the vicinity of the 
national monument are scarcely less interesting than the 
cavern itself....it is the Wild West, the land of the 
adobe shack, of range cattle and goats. The pictur
esque cowboy in sombrero and chaps is a familiar figure, 
and although the bandit no longer roams at large, men 
still living tell of adventures with Billy-the-Kid and 
Black Jack.28 

Mr. Lee also mentioned that the State of Texas had selected this area 

for a state park- Although the map that accompanied the article did not 

coincide with his written description of the proposed state park site, it 
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was certainly the El Capitan-McKittrick Canyon area to which Mr. Lee referred, 

Representatives of both federal and state organizations have proposed 

other plans for the Guadalupes. All have agreed that the area possessed 

significant park potential, but for many years no action was taken. In 1938, 

the Narrative Report on McKittrick Canyon was submitted to the Texas State 

Parks Board. It praised the area and recommended its development as "the 

29 finest state park in Texas." ^ Then later, in 1945. a National Park Service 

study suggested that the State of Texas acquire the McKittrick Canyon-

Guadalupe Peak acreage. This latter report further proposed that the federal 

government should accept the tract if it were ever to be offered to them. 

Additional investigations with favorable conclusions were made by the South

west Region of the National Park Service in April of 1958 and May of I96I. 

Almost all the acreage comprising the McKittrick Canyon-Guadalupe Peak 

tract had been consolidated under the ownership of Mr. Wallace E. Pratt and 

Mr. J.C. Hunter, Sr. Due to the conservation practices implemented by these 

two men, the choice sections of the acreage had been kept in near pristine 

condition for some forty years. In 1959. Mr. Pratt offered his 5.632-acre 

ranch, which included most of South McKittrick Canyon, as a donation to the 

National Park Service. His offer was accepted, and a milestone toward 

eventual designation as a national park was reached. 

:̂l 
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By this time the movement was gaining momentum. In January, 1963. 

Congressman-at-Large Joe Pool introduced a bill calling for the Department 

of Interior to conduct a feasibility study for a national park in the Guad

alupe Mountains. This study was concluded in the fall of 1963. with a very 

favorable recommendation. Later in that same year, members of the Advisory 

Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments spent a 

night in the Guadalupe high country on an inspection trip; they were unanimous 

in their endorsement. Secretary of Interior Udall was favorably impressed 

when he visited the area in November of 1964. Finally, in 1965. a bill to 

create Guadalupe Mountains National Park was introduced in Congress by 

Senator Ralph Yarborough. Hearings were held before a subcommittee of the 

Senate Committee of Interior and Insular Affairs on July 21, 1965. and August 9. 

1966. Testimony at these hearings indicated massive public support in favor 

of the bill. By October 10, I966, the bill had been considered and passed 

by both houses of Congress; and on October 15. 1966, President Johnson 

signed P.L. 89-667, thus authorizing the establishment of the Guadalupe 

Mountains National Park. 

Waasm 
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Geology 

To understand the geologic formation of the Guadalupe Mountains, a 

trip of 200 million years back into the past is necessary. At that point 

in time a Permian inlet covered what is today portions of West Texas and 

southern New Mexico. In this arm of the sea, which spread over some 10,000 

square miles, the Guadalupes were formed-

This ancient sea was an ideal habitat for lime-excreting algae. 

Colonies of these organisms established themselves a short distance offshore 

where a clean and shallow sea floor, clear water, and strong sunlight made it 

possible for them to thrive. For thousands of years, and for generation, after 

generation, these tiny bits of protoplasm added layers of limestone to the 

ocean floor. The accumulation process continued until a hundred-foot 

thick barrier reef was formed. At this time a simultaneous phenomenon 

occurred, which allowed the developing formation to assime giant proportions: 

the sea floor began to subside. It sank at approximately the same rate that 

the reef grew upward. The result of this unusual combination of circum

stances was the formation of a layer of limestone some 2,000 feet thick and 

several hundred miles long. The resulting Capitan Barrier Reef is the most 

extensive fossil organic reef known anywhere in the world. 

Slow vertical movements and cataclysmic shifts in the earth's crust 
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lifted one section of the reef above the surface of the land that surrounds 

it. Today this exhumed sea floor is known as the Guadalupe Moimtains. From 

an abrupt southern termination point at El Capitan, the Guadalupe Mountains 

extend northward for nearly fifty miles. The elevation ranges from a max

imum height of 8,751 feet at Guadalupe Peak to approximately 4,400 feet at 

the entrance of Carlsbad Caverns. 

Since McKittrick Canyon slices squarely across the axis of the 

Guadalupe Mo\;intains, it furnishes a full-scale cross section of the Capitan 

Barrier Reef. For that reason this canyon is a place of consianing interest 

to earth scientists. During the fifteen-year period he lived in the canyon, 

Mr. Wallace Pratt recounted: 

Literally thousands of geologists came to McKittrick 
Canyon to study the amazing section of marine rocks dis
played in its 2,000-foot-high walls. These geologists 
came from industrial corporations, from colleges and 
scientific institutions all over this country— 
professional geologists, students and teachers, alike. 
Not uncommonly they arrived in groups of 100 or more, 
each. And geologists came also from foreign lands; 
as long ago as 1933-•-a party of 18 geologists Cwas 
comprised of] British, French, Russian, Japanese, 
Scandinavian, Indian, and Mexican, with only 2 Americans.30 

Not only is the formation a geological oddity, but it is also in the 

pores of such fossil reefs that much of the world's store of petroleum is 

housed. The fantastically rich Pennian oil and gas fields located near 
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Odessa and Midland, Texas, resulted from the decomposition of marine life 

that lived in this same ancient sea. An equally remarkable geological 

attraction are the great chailnbers of Carlsbad Caverns which were carved out 

of the very core of the Capitan Reef. 

The presence of these and other mineral resources on properties near 

Guadalupe led to speculation and an investigation of potential mineral resources 

within the proposed park boundaries. On July 27, 1965. Secretary Udall 

appointed a team of geologists to determine through expert judgment the 

mineral potential within the area. In their report to Secretary Udall, the 

team reached the following conclusions: 

The geologic resources of the proposed Guadalupe Mountains 
National Park—in the form of unparalleled exposures of 
the great Capitan Reef and its fore-reef and back-reef 
facies--are of enormous scientific value. 

Apart from ground water and construction materials, 
however, the proposed park does not appear to contain 
presently or prospectively valuable minerals in commercial 
quantities. Oil, gas, and saline minerals—the valuable 
minerals of the surrounding region—are not presently 
known within the area.31 

Hence, no potential mineral extraction would be undertaken when this area 

was set aside as a national park. Recreation and interpretation-became the 

unchallenged highest and best land use. 
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Vegetation 

Rising sharply from arid flatlands to alpine crests of more than 8,500 

feet, Guadalupe Mountains National Park sustains an î nusual combination of 

plant life - From its origin in the Mexican state of the same name, the vast 

Chihuahuan Desert sweeps northward until it separates to either side of the 

Guadalupes. Some 19,000,000 acres of Trans-Pecos Texas is classified as 

Chihuahuan Desert. Of course, scarcity of rainfall predominates, with the 

32 average annual precipitation usually being less than ten inches.-̂  Several 

thousand feet above the flatlands' surface, and only a few miles away, 

mountain peaks exist in relative coolness. Temperatures are much lower there 

and moisture levels much higher. Here in close proximity may be found two 

geophysical extremes and a wide range of environments and biomes as well. 

Besides geology, botany is the natural science which has been most 

studied in West Texas. Plant identification and distribution studies have 

been conducted since 1905. when a Department of Agriculture biological survey 

was completed. Noteworthy among more recent investigators, because of his 

particular interest in the Guadalupe Mountains, is Frederick R. Gehlbach, 

currently an assistant professor of biology at Baylor University. Mr. 

Gehlbach has studied this area for several years both on his own and in 
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conjunction with the Carlsbad Caverns staff. His articles and reports con

stitute a significant backlog of information on the vegetation of the Guadalupes. 

The United States has been divided into seven "life zones": Canadian, 

33 Hudsonian, Artic-alpine, Transition, Upper Sonoran, and Lower Sonoran.-̂ -̂  

Ranging from the true tropics to artic zones, for the most part vegetation 

in these life zones follows a fairly predictable pattern of distribution as 

they are responsive to latitude and altitudinal differences. Life zones, 

then, are well-defined areas of biological distribution based on careful 

delineation of native species of plants and animals. Certain species serve 

as indicators for each zone. 

In macroecological application this concept of life zones has validity, 

but when studying biotic communities on a smaller scale it is not so work

able. Some locations in the Guadalupes and adjacent flats exhibit the prescribed 

indicator plant species in compatible existence. Meanwhile, the canyons 

which are cut into the escarpment disrupt many plant communities and cause 

an intermixture of plant species. Such an undifferentiated assortment of 

3̂5 plants is called a "continuum" by ecologists .-̂-̂  McKittrick Canyon is an 

excellent example of this phenomenon. A partial list of specimens fo\And 

there would include the following: alligator juniper, agave, sotol, Texas 

walnut, madrone, bigtooth maple, ponderosa pine, creosote bush, and cholla. 36 
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Another example incompatible with the life zone concept may be observed in 

the highlands near the Bowl. There, on the exposed slopes above the Bowl 

narrowleaf sotol and other desert plants may be found growing together with 

37 a limber pine-Douglas fir forest.-̂ ' It is this unlikely overlap of plant 

associations which makes the'Guadalupe Mountains botanically unique and lends 

a distinctive character to the park. 

Early adventurers passing through the area viewed the plant life with 

an eye more for practicality than for esthetics. Commander of an exploratory 

cavalry expedition. Captain Randolph B. Marcy made the following observation: 

The mountains are covered on the western side with 
groves of large pine trees; and as this is the only kind 
of timber fit for building in the country, it may some 
day be useful. We have also seen a species of cedar 
with the bark resembling that of an oak, and very dif
ferent from any we have ever seen before. 

There are many varieties of the cactus and palmettos 
about the mountains, and we have this evening for the 
first time seen the maguey [agavel plant which consti
tutes almost the only vegetable food that the Apaches 
and southern Comanches get for a great portion of the 
year. They prepare it by boiling it until it is soft, 
then mash it into a paste, and I am told that in this 
form it makes a very palatable, nutritious food.38 

Other plants besides pine trees and agave were valuable to man- Of 

course, grasses provided forage for livestock. Sotol, with its starchy 

heart, has been useful in tiding stockkover periods of scarcity when pastures 
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were bare. Jî nipers and oaks provided fence posts, fuel, and building materials 

for the ranch as well as shade, shelter, and food. Seeds of various legumes, 

acorns of several oaks, and berries of junipers furnished feed for poultry 

39 and wildlife . "^ 

Two rare plant species furnish the park with some of its choicest 

treasures. The huge faxon yucca is found in no other unit of the national 

park system. Reaching a height of some eighteen feet in the Guadalupes 

(forty-feet tall specimens have been reported further to the south), the 

faxon yucca is crowned with a majestic white flower stalk during April. A 

second remarkable plant is the Texas madrone or manzanita. This shrub is 

frequently seen in the canyons and draws of the park and exhibits a most 

unusual feature: "...when the old bark is off, the stock and branches have 

more the appearance of the limbs of a person, both in color and texture, 

40 than of a tree, the exterior being a most beautiful flesh-color." 

Wildlife 

Since a great diversity of vegetation is represented in the Guadalupes, 

it follows that a similar variety of wildlife might also be encountered 

there. 
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In days past the mountains and canyons were the habitat of even more 

species than today. The Merriam elk once roamed the high country, but this 

species is now extinct. In the 1920's, however, American elk were introduced. 

The small herd prospered and increased to its present size of near 100 

animals. The Mexican bighorn or mountain sheep used to range along the 

steep and rugged canyonsides. As the terrain was inaccessible to most hunters, 

the bighorn held its own for many years. Finally around 1935. they dis-

41 appeared altogether. Their nimibers had been gradually decimated, and some 

old-time ranchers speculated that the bighorns had no immiAnity to common 

42 diseases brought into their mountain retreats by domestic sheep. 

Merriam turkeys were native to this area before the Anglos came, but 

disappeared soon afterward. In 1901. Vernon Bailey, chief field naturalist 

for the Department of Agriculture, reported the presence of brown bear on 

the upper slopes and in the most inaccessible canyons. In 1954, the same 

species was reintroduced and have since thrived-

Although today's listing of mammals is not quite as large as in previous 

years, it is still expansive. Presently the Guadalupes are home for mule 

deer, ringtail cat, bobcat, coyote, gray fox, kit fox, rock squirrel, 

porcupine, raccoon, jackrabbit, and cottontail rabbit. Mountain lion and 

black bear may still live there even though sightings are made only on 
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rare occasions. 

Birds, too, both in numbers and in species are abundant. McKittrick 

Canyon was chosen as the location for the Texas Ornithological Society's 

spring field trip in I968. While it was there, this group spotted birds 

ranging from golden eagles to hummingbirds. Also, white-throated swifts, 

marsh wrens, western tanagers, grey vireos,swallows, juncos, stellar jays, 

and pigmy nuthatches added color both in plumage and in song to the canyon, 

Pishing is often important as a sport, but in the Guadalupes, and 

specifically McKittrick Canyon, the presence of fish are a biological novelty. 

In 1947, approximately 4,000 rainbow trout were released in McKittrick' 

Canyon's clear, cold stream. Trout up to fourteen inches long have been 

reported since that time. 

Completing the wildlife picture are the amphibians and reptiles. In 

1964, the interpretive staff at Carlsbad Caverns in cooperation with Baylor 

University compiled a listing of the known amphibian and reptilian species 

found in the Guadalupe Moiintains. This checklist identified over seventy 
44 different species. 

In conclusion, this portion of West Texas provides the state with one 

of its most unusual wildlife populations and with a variety of associated 

recreation potentials. 
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The Recreational Complex 

As previously stated, Guadalupe Mountains is adjacent to the other 

recreational areas, each having recreational attractions which could not 

be duplicated or emphasized at Guadalupe. These two facilities, Lincoln 

National Forest and Carlsbad Caverns National Park, will absorb a portion 

of the recreational demand generated by the recreational complex. 

The content^of the two adjacent facilities will now be examined. 

Lincoln National Forest, known by most Americans as the birthplace of 

Smokey Bear, is more than just a timber preserve. Timber production and 

forest products is one important function of Lincoln National Forest, but 

it is not the sole reason for setting it aside. Today, through Multiple Use 

Management Techniques, forest lands are administered so as to provide a 

continuous supply of five renewable resources: timber, wildlife, water, 

forage, and recreation. 

According to Forest Service officials, outdoor recreation is the fastest 

growing forest use at Lincoln National Forest. Recreational visitation has 

increased by over one million visits in the decade from 1954 to 1964. -̂  

Skiing and other winter sports have been responsible for a large portion of 

the increase in recreational usage. Two of the most southern ski slopes in 
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the U.S. are located, either partially or totally, within Lincoln National 

Forest. They are the Cloudcroft ski slope and Sierra Blanca ski slope. 

Picnic and camping facilities have been located throughout the forest at 

points of heavy usage, and,points which possess outstanding scenic attraction. 

Hunting and fishing account for a good portion of the recreational usage at 

Lincoln National Forest. Among the game animals hunted ared deer, elk, black 

bear, turkey, and several small game birdS;and fishing enthusiasts hook 

rainbow and hative trout in the moixntain streams. 

The extensiveness of Lincoln National Forest has dictated its division 

into six sizeable ranger districts. The forest is not a whole single tract, 

but three widely separated acreages. The southernmost acreage, which con

stitutes the Guadalupe Mountains Ranger District, is the one which has the 

most influence on Guadalupe Mountains National Park. 

Complete flexibility and over-emphasis cannot be granted to a national 

forest's recreational program without damaging or excluding other resource 

utilization. Therefore, both scale and scope of recreation opportunities 

offered in a national forest are restricted in many respects. Hunting, fish

ing, hiking, and limited camping and picnicking activities are compatible 

with the production of timber, the grazing of livestock, the maintenance of 

wildlife populations, and the conservation of water. Thus certain active 
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outdoor recreational pursuits can be enjoyed by individuals or groups without 

staff assistance in this district of Lincoln National Forest. Neither inter

pretation nor supervised programming is a prime responsibility of the Forest 

Service. 

Since 1924 when the keeping of records was initiated by the National 

Park Service, over thirteen million visitors have come to Carlsbad Caverns. 

It was a desire to view for themselves the huge underground chambers, the 

unparalleled beauty of the stalagmites and stalactites, and the evening 

flight of the nocturnal bats which brought these people from all parts of 

the nation. 

An examination of formal visitation records from 1926 through I967 

indicates a strong and continuing upward trend. Beginning in 1924 when 

1,876 visitors toured the Caverns through I967 when the number swelled to 

630,770, the average annual increase for the forty-three-year period was 

14,625 visitors per year. Seasonal variations follow a consistent pattern; 

summer is the busiest period with two-thirds of all visits being made during 

47 the months of June, July and August. ' 

An expanded summer tour schedule features thirteen complete walk-in 

tours each day, plus continuous semiconducted tours of the Big Room, and 

an evening bat flight program. Within the Visitor Center an enlightening 
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display area depicts phenomena of the caverns' formations. All of the above 

interpretation at Carlsbad Caverns is subordinate to this main theme and 

consists of self-explanatory devices. For those who are especially motivated, 

a nature trail has been constructed; and, with the aid of a keyed guide book

let, tourists can acquaint themselves with some of the native plants, their 

characteristics, and their peculiarities. Additionally, along the highway 

leading to the Visitor Center several plant identification markers have been 

installed at roadside turnouts. 

Facilities within the park are extremely limited. At the Visitor Center 

are located a restaurant, curio shop, nursery, and kennels. These facilities, 

as well as the underground lunchroom, are operated by a concessionaire, the 

Cavern Supply Company. During the peak summer periods, these are all operated 

at near capacity levels. Parking lots at the Visitor Center also are crowded 

almost to the limit at busy periods. There are no overnight accommodations 

of any kind within the park; therefore, visitors must rely on motel, hotel, 

and camping facilities in the surroionding region. 
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PART III. 

THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK MASTER PLAN 
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III. THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK MASTER PLAN 

Basic Planning Data 

Natural features of exceptional scientific importance are so combined 

in Guadalupe Mountains National Park as to create exciting, striking scenery, 

especially when contrasted with the park's subtle desert backdrop. Here, 

a small green plateau with conifer forest, deep canyons, and a clear 

mountain stream, set amidst the hot, dry, sterile-appearing Chihuahuan 

desert, emerges like an "island in the desert." Such dramatic contrasts 

48 are the park's greatest appeal. 

The southern point of the Guadalupe Mountains, lying in west Texas and 

extending north to the New Mexico State line, forms the core of the park. 

Variable terrain distinguishes the land surrounding the park. The low-

lying Salt Basin followed by a seemingly endless basin-and-range landscape 

stretches to the west; the low, barren Delaware Mountains extend to the 

south; and the sloping, sometimes-hilly desert spreads to the east. North 

and northeast of the park the Guadalupe Mountains continue, but are lower 

and less dramatic, except for the deep and rugged canyons which break through 

the barrier reef connecting Guadalupe Mountains National Park with Carlsbad 

Caverns National Park. The Chihuahuan desert characterizing the general 
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area gives way to scrubby pine and juniper forest on the Guadalupe uplands. 

The overall impression of the region is one of great open spaces. 

The region is sparsely populated and towns far apart. From El Paso, 

Texas, to Carlsbad, New Mexico, is a distance of 168 miles; Guadalupe Moun

tains National Park lies about midway between. Six hundred people live in 

Dell City in the Salt Basin; otherwise, the evidences of habitation are 

principally in scattered ranch houses. The region's population centers— 

Carlsbad with 21,000, Van Horn with 2,000, and El Paso with 317,000—are 

within a one- to two-hour drive of the park. Livestock constitutes the 

primary economic base of the area near the park, but there is agricultural 

production and mineral extraction near Dell City. Tourism generated by the 

park could become a major factor in the regional economy. 

Primary access to the region is by U.S. 62-180 between El Paso and 

Carlsbad. Most of the 700,000 to 800,000 persons who visit Carlsbad Caverns 

National Park each year use this route. Commercial airlines service El Paso, 

a major transportation hub, and Carlsbad. A paved road from Carlsbad into 

the Lincoln National Forest reaches nearly to the rugged northeastern por

tion of the park. This road will probably be extended outside the park to 

Dell City where there is a connection to U.S. 62-180. The north side of the 

park will then be more accessible. 
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The region offers little in the way of visitor facilities. Rest stops 

with picnic tables at scenic locations near the park, and widely spaced 

gasoline stations and small stores between El Paso, Texas, and Whites City, 

New Mexico, are about all that is available. Visitors to Guadalupe Mountains 

National Park must consider either El Paso or Carlsbad--possibly Whites 

City—as a base for food and shelter. 

Experience suggests that Guadalupe Mountains National Park will act as 

a magnet for visitors. In the general neighborhood of the park, development 

will occur in response to the travelers' needs. Whether this response is 

tastefully planned or otherwise, is a serious concern. " 

The park qualified for national significance through a combination of 

scenic and scientific attributes. The very features which are of exceptional 

interest to scientists account for the scenic variety and are the subjects 

of principal visitor interest. The Permian marine limestone reef is one of 

the most extensive and significant fossil reefs in the world. Rising from 

the desert floor in a nearly unbroken scarp, the reef resembles a huge V-shaped 

wedge pointing south. At the point of the V is El Capitan, which, with its 

sheer thousand-foot cliffs, is visible for over 50 miles. Directly north of 

El Capitan is the highest point in Texas, Guadalupe Peak. Between the arms 

of the V, hidden from view below, are two major features: a conifer-covered 
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highland, including The Bowl, and the deeply carved McKittrick Canyon. 

Archeological and historical remains, documenting man's activities in 

the region, are also of importance. Indian cooking pits and other signs of 

habitation record local prehistory. Near Pine Spring, the ruins of the 

Butterfield Stage Station recall a phase in the country's westward expansion. 

Nearby is the site of a cavalry encampment and the possible scene of a battle 

between the cavalry and Mescalero Apache. The Williams and Frijole ranch 

houses illustrate more recent events and developments in the area's heritage. 

The park's rugged topography, its fragile life-forms, and its generally 

open landscape are major factors to consider in development and use. The 

greatest distance across the V formed by the reef and fault escarpments is 

only eleven miles. The relict forest of the upper elevations and the depths 

of McKittrick Canyon could easily be destroyed. The high visibility of the 

outer cliffs and bluffs makes their pristine scenic values very susceptible 

to impairment by possible developments. In general, the desert is extremely 

slow to recover from disturbance. 

Climatic differences within the park are remarkable. Summertime 

temperatures may be disagreeably hot at lower elevations, while the highlands 

and moist canyons are cool by contrast. At the same time, the highlands can 

be bitterly cold and snowy. But overall, the climate of the park is mild. 
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Rainfall is highest in summer and generally comes as electrical-storm 

downpours that may cause dangerous and destructive flash floods. Strong 

winds are common in spring. Fall is probably the most pleasant time. Visitor-

use implications suggest the following: the intermediate elevations in the 

southeast part of the park are suitable for year-round use; the western 

portion for fall^ winter, and spring; and the upper basin and peaks for late 

spring, summer, and early fall. 

Water, a critical factor, will strongly influence how the park is used. 

There are a few dependable springs, several of which flow into North and 

South McKittrick Canyons. The water source of North McKittrick Canyon 

originates in the State of New Mexico within the Lincoln National Forest. 

The park's limited riparian vegetation and aquatic habitat could;.be jeopar

dized by diversion of these springs for other purposes. There is no water 

on the mountain tops, but spring water has been piimped up to The Bowl where 

there is also a small earth tank impoundment to catch runoff. In the process 

of exploratory oil well drilling, additional sources of water have been dis

covered. These wells and others as needed will provide the water for the 

visitor facilities. Natural gas is available from a pipeline that generally 

follows an east-west route adjacent to U.S. Highway 62-180. Electricity 

is available from public utility service lines that supply the few commercial 

structures on the park's south boundary. 
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Scientific attention is particularly directed toward three features in 

the park which will be of great interest to lay visitors: the reef's cross-

sectional exposures, both in the canyons and on the west fault scarp; the 

relict forest of The Bowl area; and the unusual biotic associations within 

McKittrick Canyon. These extensive exposures of the Permian reef are 

considered by geologists throughout the world as an outdoor laboratory of 

unique importance for investigating basic scientific principles; for tracing 

the history of the earth; and for understanding the origins of certain valuable 

mineral resources such as petroleum, potash, dolomite, and limestone. 

The relict forest of The Bowl, containing ponderosa pine, limber pine, 

and Douglas-fir, is sensitive to environmental changes such as climatic 

variations. Relatively small for a forest and very fragile, this feature 

could be viewed as a museum. Yet, overprotection could be disastrous to 

its scientific value; underprotection could be just as injurious. Other 

relict communities occur in the park and are likewise susceptible to natural 

and man-caused alterations to their surroundings. 

Within South and North McKittrick Canyons, several compact and easily 

damaged relict communities exist. Because of the small number of permanent 

streams in the general area, the aquatic habitat which these few do provide 

is especially important. Relict communities—some containing hardwoods and 
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pines—occur within the shaded, moist, and secluded environs of the canyons. 

The area once had a richer fauna which included species since exter

minated—desert bighorn, wolf, and harlequin quail. Even now, wildlife 

is relatively abundant, particularly the mule deer. Under park protection, 

presently rare animals--black bear, mountain lion, and golden eagle--may 

be able to increase. Elk and turkey have been reintroduced with some degree 

of success. Coyote, fox, and bobcat are probably the only predators remaining 

in sufficient numbers to be of value in maintaining an ecological balance. 

Certain of the native species have suffered through competition with domestic 

animals. The availability of water is critical for wildlife in this dry 

region. 

The general public's expectations for the park derive, in part, from 

certain misconceptions. Publicity touting McKittrick Canyon for its "trout 

stream" has been unfortunate. Although trout were planted in the small 

stream, they have not fared well. Few remained following the floods of I968 

and 1969• The canyons have high scenic appeal and interesting plants, and 

the pools are particularly inviting in this generally arid land. However, the 

canyon walls are precipitous, and there is little space in the canyon bottom. 

Any number of people--even those with an environmental consciousness--

would be damaging to the streamside vegetation and probably would cause stream 
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pollution unless carefully restricted. The recent flood did destroy much 

of the road leading to the Pratt and Hunter Lodges so that vehicles cannot 

go beyond the canyon mouth. 

The Bowl and its immediate surrounding ridges can be considered as a 

unit which could offer visitors an opportunity to see the relict forest— 

something quite foreign to the residents of the west Texas plains. In addition, 

there is a good view into South McKittrick Canyon; and from Pine Top Mountain 

and elsewhere on the rim, there are extensive views over the low-lying desert 

south, east, and west of the park. These scenic panoramas are impressive. 

From Pine Top Mountain nearly the entire park can be seen in relation to its 

setting, affording the viewer an increased comprehension of the park's geo

logy and ecology. Theshigh bowl area also provides a pleasant relief from 

the desert heat. However, visitor use would be limited. The area is small, 

its resources fragile. There is no natural source of water. Access is 

difficult. Two steep trails rise 2,500 feet from the base of the escarpment 

to The Bowl's rim. Further, the scarp's high visibility from the highway, 

its scenic appeal, and its scientific importance preclude construction of a 

road on it. 

Guadalupe Peak, the highest point above sea level in Texas, is attractive 

to climbers. This peak. El Capitan to the south, and the peaks to the north 
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comprise an impressive line of rugged high points, jutting upward from the 

fault scarp which forms the western edge of the Guadalupes. These peaks. 

The Bowl, and the remainder of the high country within the V become relatively 

accessible once over the enclosing escarpment. 

Although less widely known or studied, the low region between the west

ern escarpment and the Salt Basin possesses such assets as pleasant winter 

climate, useable space, a water source, and exceptional views of the Guadalupe 

cliffs and peaks. The Williams Ranch, located in this area, is a historical 

reminder of the early settlers' endeavors and determination and a disappear

ing lifestyle. 

The southeast part of the park, near Frijole and Pine Springs, offers 

a moderate climate, gentle topogr̂ aphy, sources of water, and accessibility. 

The area is highly visible from potentially important scenic overlooks and 

should be developed and managed sensitively. U.S. 62-180 passes through this 

section and farther south goes through a scenic section which was not included 

within the park, creating concern over the possibility of incompatible 

developments that would spoil the view of El Capitan and mar the park approach. 

Ruins of the Butterfield Stage Station are a 'feature of special interest in 

this area. American Airlines once intended to reconstruct this station. 

Their specifications and drawings are available. Preservation and inter-
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pretation of the stage station was a major reason for including the 240 acres 

surrounding the station within the park. A State road maintenance facility 

nearby detracts from this historical resource. 

It appears likely that the park will become a destination point for 

residents of Giudad Juarez, Mexico, and El Paso. For these people and others 

living in the hot and dry region of west Texas and southeast New Mexico, the 

coniferous forest and cool highlands offer a welcome contrast. To many 

potential visitors from the rest of the country, these same features might 

appear commonplace, and they would generally visit the park only as an inci

dental part of their travels. Nonetheless, considering the park's location 

on U.S. 62-180 and the large niMbers of travelers en route to or from 

Carlsbad Caverns and other points, such incidental visits could make up the 

bulk of park attendance. On the other hand, local residents may account for 

a great part of the park's visitation. 

Several buildings have been acquired along with the land, but only the 

Pratt residence south of the McKittrick Canyon mouth and the Pratt Lodge 

in McKittrick Canyon appear to be of importance for continued use. Williams 

Ranch house and the Frijole Ranch house are of considerable value for inter

pretative purposes. 
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Philosophy 

To the car-borne traveler, the appearance of the Guadalupe Mountains in 

the desert basin-plains country of west Texas can be likened to a long-

awaited landfall on the high seas. Here, the park experience begins far 

from the park boundaries. On all the park's major approaches, the flat 

lowlands—with only occasional topographic relief and little vegetation of 

signigicant size and density—provide a vital prelude to an impressive show.-̂ ° 

The contrasts produced by the unexpected upthrust of the Guadalupes 

and their coniferous forest and deep canyons afford a dramatic experience. 

In addition to their visual impact, the mountains comprise a valuable scien

tific resource. Thus, the real Importance of Guadalupe Mountains National 

Park lies in the remarkable concsntration of scientifically significant 

phenomena displayed in a striking manner. To see this park by foot—an 

area covering approximately 121 square miles—would take considerable time. 

However, the visitor, by reaching only a few strategic viewpoints, can gain 

a basic comprehension of and feeling for the major components that form this 

"island in the desert." 
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Visitor Use 

Guadalupe Peak offers a key viewpoint from which the park's major feat

ures can be seen and interpreted. This high point, together with the adjoining 

lands, will be made readily accessible to visitors and will be developed 

for high-density use. 

Considerations of terrain, resource preservation, and visual impact have 

ruled out a road approach to the observation zone. Instead, a mechanical 

lift system will transport visitors from the base to the top of the reef 

escarpment. The park's major interpretive efforts will be associated with 

this facility. 

The mechanical lift, rather than the private automobile, will be the 

key to enjoyment of the park upland by most visitors; nonetheless, the con

veyor will provide much the same small-group atmosphere as a personal vehicle. 

The lower terminal will be part of the visitor-use complex, a compact 

unit providing parking, simple !&ood service, orientation, interpretive 

services, and restrooms. Since this area of the park is not as gragile 

ecologically, high density visitor use will have fewer detrimental affects 

than would the same amount of visitation in other, more fragile, areas of 

the park. Pine Springs, in the southeast portion of the park, provides the 

best area for visitor use and interpretive facilities. All utilities are 
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available at or near the Pine Springs Station, and the main transportation 

artery of the park, U.S. Highway 62-180, follows an east-west route on the 

site's south side. It is at Pine Springs where the visitor will be intro

duced to the park's resources and its available activities. To stimulate 

interest in the park's natural and human history, interpretive materials will 

be placedoon board the transportation system. 

The upper terminus will require a shelter to protect visitors from the 

extreme weather changes that occur frequently. The structure will house 

orientation devices and a contact station which will be manned as the 

situation requires. 

The lower terminus of the lift system would be located in Pine- Spring 

Canyon approximately half-a-mile from U.S. Highway 62-180. The upper terminus 

of the lift will be located on a ridge approximately 500 feet below and east 

of Guadalupe Peak. The peak itself will be accessible from the terminus 

by a foot trail. The lift will closely follow the canyon walls in its 

ascent and will be inconspicuously located. The upper terminus, well below 

the siAmmit, will not infringe on this natural feature. The terrain near 

Guadalupe Peak is such that visitor use will be limited to the immediate 

vicinity of the peak. Views from Guadalupe Peak will provide spectacular 

overviews of the high country of the park and the shimmering salt lakes and 
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desert 5,000 feet below. The geologic significance of the fossil reef for

mation and the dramatic biological contrast of the life zones, ranging from 

Sonoran to Canadian along the adjacent canyon wall, will be interpreted to 

the visitor during the conveyor trip. Historical and archeological aspects 

of the park will gain added meaning from the expansive overview. The lift 

system will provide an. excellent vehicle for visual interpretation of the 

desert zone contrasted to the "Island in the Desert" zone of the park's 

forested high country. 

The length of stay on top will vary from a few minutes to half a day or 

longer. This will be truly a wilderneBS threshhold experience, for the visitor 

will actually stand at a portal and look into the park's primitive areas. 

For those so inclined, entry into the primitive area should be afforded 

lender appropriate controls that reflect carefully considered optimum carry

ing capacity determinations. 

It is Intended that the surfaced trails in the threshhold zone will 

channel visitors and thus lessen impact on adjoining areas. To further 

protect the resource, restroom facilities will not discharge in the high 

elevation area. Instead, sewage will be transported to disposal locations 

near the lower terminus by means of the same conveyor system. Horses will 

not be permitted in this zone. 
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Low density will characterize visitor use west of the mountain escarp

ment where the atmosphere will impart a fefeling of openness and isolation 

from the 20th century. Here, environmental awareness will be the unifying 

thread in interpreting the historical, archeological, biological, and 

geological stories. The towering, sheer cliffs of the reef are a constant 

presence for the visitor in this area of desert scrub between the moi;intains 

on the east and the Salt Basin on the west. 

Access to this part of the park will be by automobile along a road 

which \v.ill lie lightly on the land. State assistance will be required to 

provide an approach road from U.S. Highway 62-180 to the boundary. Scenic 

viewpoints with turnouts and orientation devices will be located along the 

road. A spur will lead to the Williams Ranch, the focus for historical 

interpretation in this area. Bone Canyon above the ranch is of major impor

tance for geological study. Several miles north of the ranch, the main road 

will provide access to an area of grass and desert scrub communities. The 

ecology of this zone will be interpreted. Because the general area has 

been grazed for many years, causing some severe sheet erosion and gullying, 

there are opportunities for studying the effects of man on tYie environment 

which should not be overlooked. 

The road will continue west to the park boundary where it will connect 
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with a county road to Dell City. There will be a primitive campground and 

parking, primarily for the convenience of hikers and equestrians taking the 

trail to PX Flat and beyond. The visitor traveling from Dell City toward the 

park on this road will receive one of the most spectacular views as he gazes 

directly at the sheer cliffs rising 5.000 feet above him- Dell City will 

provide needed visitor facilities—accommodations, food service, camping 

supplies, and gasoline. 

Use of McKittrick Canyon will be carefully controlled to ensure that 

this fragile biological area is not destroyed. Access will bp by road and 

private automobile to the mouth of the lower canyon. Only day use will be 

allowed. Parking will be provided near the mouth of McKittrick Canyon. 

Visitor entry to the canyon will be physically controlled beyond this point. 

Guided trips will be conducted to satisfy visitor interest in the canyon and 

to interpret the geology and the riparian and aquatic communities. Visitors 

would be restricted to trails especially designed for this three-hour inter

pretive tour. 

Above the McKittrick Canyon parking area is an exposed cross section 

of the Capitan Reef—one of the park's major scientific features. Use of 

this face by geology students as a field laboratory will be continued and 

the Service will cooperate with educational institutions. In addition to 
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the advanced interpretation for students and scientists, interpretation will 

be provided for those without a geological background, the story chosen being 

a matter of the visitor's choice. This situation suggests that a trail to 

the various exposures will be necessary and that there should be an inter

pretive facility near the parking area for presenting the general story to 

those who do not take the guided tour. 

The heart of the park—the major portion of the high country—will be 

reserved for wilderness-type experiences—usually limited to one day because 

of the area's small size and lack of water. Uses will include hiking, horse

back riding, mountain climbing, and nature study. A well-developed trail 

system will help to ensure visitor safety and channel use so as to protect 

resources from damaging visitor impact. 

For those preferring to hike up the escarpment, there will be one trail 

originating near Frijole and leading up Pine Spring Canyon. Secondary 

points of departure include the previously mentioned trailhead in the park's 

northwest corner. A similar development will be the trailhead with primitive 

camping inside the boundary in Upper Dog Canyon. The trail system will connect 

with a ridge trail following the hydrographic divide above McKittrick Cannon 

from Lincoln National Forest. Development and use of the Upper Dog Canyon 

campground and trailhead will be dependent upon road access to the park. 
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U.S. Highway 62-180, as it approaches and passes through the park, 

provides an exceptional scenic drive. It is proposed that this scenic zone 

be managed—whether within or without the park—to achieve the greatest 

visitor enjoyment. Toward this end, the Service will enter into a cooperative 

agreement with the State of Texas and obtain easements to insure the scenic 

integrity of lands that might otherwise be developed to the detriment of 

the view. Existing roadside rests will continue to be maintained by the 

State, and the Service will provide roadside interpretation i-egarding the 

Permian reef and other features visible from the road- Of particular importance 

will be the ruins of the Butterfield Stage Station near the road. Here the 

story of exploration and transportation--traiis, stage route, and highways 

through Guadalupe Pass—will be told. Reference will also be made here to 

the nearby sites associated with engagements between the United States Cavalry 

and the Apache Indians, military encampment, archeology, and ranching. Access 

to these sites, however, will be controlled. 

Camping facilities and lodging accommodations are needed for visitor use 

of the park, but could also be placed on private lands outside of the park 

in accordance with National Park Service administrative policies for natural 

areas. However, these developments must be available within a reasonable 

time and must conform with Service standards. The Service should seek the 
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assistance of county. State, and private enterprise toward this end.-̂ -̂  

Due to the speculative nature of developing a motel in the Guadalupe 

area, someone experienced in pioneering hotel ventures in similar out-of-the-

way places should be contacted and encouraged to study the problem. If this 

study rules out the construction of suitable accommodations, visitors will 

be required to make a one-hour drive to Carlsbad or a two-hour drive to 

El Paso for lodgings.-' 

Because campsites in the region are in shorter supply than motels, and 

because assurance of space is a particular problem, the Service should make 

certain that such facilities are provided near the eastern portion of the 

park. If private enterprise fails to develop campgroiinds outside of the park 

within five years, or two years after completion of the transportation system, 

then the Service plans to construct modern campgrounds within the park- A 

temporary campground will be maintained at Pine Springs Canyon until a per

manent facility is provided-

Resource Management 

The park is small and many of its resources fragile. Extraordinary? 

effort will be required to maintain the park's elements in something approaching 
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their natural state. Protection of geological formations is mainly a matter 

of prohibiting development from infringing upon them. Protection of the 

plant and animal commimities presents more complex problems. Their perpet

uation means active management. The influences of man from within and without 

the park must be neutralized. Furthermore, it would be unrealistic to allow 

even natural processes to continue without some manipulation or control if 

their effects would destroy a major element. For instance, fire has been a 

natural factor in the evolution of the relict forest found in The Bowl, but 

a large and hot fire could completely destroy this feature. On the other 

hand, the relict forest will be lost if a program to exclude all fires within 

She Bowl is undertaken without providing some substitute management practices. 

Developments to facilitate visitor use of the park have been located to 

minimize damage to its resources. Water for human needs is to be obtained 

from sources where its extraction will not be detrimental to the park. Hi;iman 

activity is to be carefully regulated in some areas of the park, and pack and 

riding stock is to be excluded from some sections to avoid destructive 

impact and pollution of certain precious environments. 

The land classification plan will provide general guidance for the 

resource management action plan. Further, it is proposed that portions of 

McKittrick Canyon, The Bowl, and other selected sections be designated 
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research natural areas and administered accordingly. 

McKittrick Canyon with its communities containing some rare plants 

and animals is highly prized for its research and educational values. The 

canyon is also scenic and of considerable visitor interest. The fragile 

aquatic and riparian communities cannot survive the impact of uncontrolled 

use of the canyon by visitors and domestic animals. Thus, use will be care

fully controlled. Horses will be prohibited from the lower canyons. By 

locating trails in the higher areas of the McKittrick watershed, horse-

caused damage will be minimized. Because North McKittrick Canyon lies largely 

within Lincoln National Forest and the water source is in the forest, the 

Park Service will enter into a cooperative agreement with the Forest Service 

for joint administration of the canyon as a research natural area, or in 

some other manner coordinate management to ensure perpetuation of the 

environment. 

The relict forest of The Bowl is in a small area which can be managed 

to the degree necessary to ensure its perpetuation in a natural condition. 

Controlled burning is a suitable management tool for this forest and may 

be used. Visitor use will be concentrated on the edge of the forest, although 

light day use will be permitted on designated interior primitive trails. 

Horses and other domestic and feral animals will be completely excluded. 
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The environment of The Bowl may not be as delicate as that of McKittrick 

Canyon and certain other moist habitats; it can stand heavier use, but such 

use must be monitored for detrimental effects and regulated accordingly. 

For visitors, the relict forest is to be viewed as a museim object; for sci

entists, it is a laboratory for management-approved research. 

Management of other high-coimtry primitive lands will be less intensive 

and use will be less tightly controlled; however, this zone is very small 

compared to primitive lands in other national parks and would suffer from 

overuse. Day use will predominate because of the limited area and lack of 

water. Horses will be restricted to one-day—no overnight—trips. With a 

mechanical conveyance available demand for saddle-horse use is expected to 

be light. Therefore, no horse concession is planned. To protect the resources, 

the trail system will be located to avoid fragile areas, and visitors will 

be discouraged from leaving the trails except for mountain climbing. 

In order to partially restore the area to its previous prominence as a 

wildlife habitate, bighorn will be reintroduced and managed to reach their 

appropriate level within the habitat's carrying capacity. Harlequin quail 

will be reintroduced also, and other animals, if feasible. 

The Williams Ranch house should be preserved. The Frijole Ranch house 

should be protected, pending a determination of its significance and 
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interpretive value. The Butterfield Stage Station ruins should be stabilized 

now, and restored later if necessary for interpretive purposes. Sites of 

cavalry encampment, Indian habitation, and early pioneer settlement should 

be protected until research has been completed and a determination made of 

their significance. 

Land Classification 

Class II lands, approximately 7 percent of the park, include roads, 

potential campground sites, operations facilities, and visitor-use facilities. 

Class II acreage will be reduced following developed-area studies. 

Class III lands are those open landscapes, largely in view of roads 

and other developments, that buffer Class IV and V lands from the high-

density use of Class II areas. Class III land is generally arid, supporting 

succulent, shrub, and grassland commimities. Its maintenance in a natural 

condition is important to the park visitor's experience. 

The relict forest of The Bowl, Bone Canyon, and the lower portions of 

North and South McKittrick Canyons have been designated as Class IV lands 

to emphasize their significance for research and educational purposes. Add

itional features will probably be selected for Class IV designation after 
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further evaluation. 

The Williams Ranch house, Frijole Ranch house, and Butterfield Stage 

Station are designated as Class VI. Additional sites will be considered for 

this classification following research. 

Class V lands include the major portion of the Guadalupe high country 

where hiking, horseback riding, nature study, and mountain climbing are the 

appropriate activities. The proposed and traditionally active use of this 

primitive mountainous area is of particular importance in this region of the 

country where four-wheel-drive vehicles and other vehicles are penetrating 

and scarring much of the canyons, mountains, and desert flats. 

Opportunities and Attributes 

Recreational facilities are developed for people. Any plan of devel

opment for Guadalupe must reflect, so nearly as is possible, the wants and 

needs of its users. The characteristics and projected number of users must 

be incorporated into planning procedures and must form an integral part of 

the eventual plans. 

Some structures and facilities are standard to all national parks, and 

they must necessarily be provided. Visitor centers and accommodations for 
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park rangers are two such examples, but their location is also dependent on 

physical and topographical features. 

McKittrick Canyon offers spectacular scenery, but it exists in a delicate 

ecological balance. This must be preserved as nearly as possible in its 

present condition so future students in geology, botany, and zoology might 

have access to it. The fragility of this special canyon must be safeguarded; 

therefore, casual visitation must be limited or restricted. The proposed 

site has certain obvious assets, as well as some limitations. Ample open 

space of less scientific value, but scarcely less scenic value, exists at 

Pine Springs, making it a choice selection for a Visitor/interpretive Center. 

Being so isolated and so unlike the vast majority of Texas, few people 

realize the magnificent scenery that the Guadalupes possess. Vegetation, 

ranging from desert species to species of the Canadian zone, coupled with 

rugged mouhtain and canyon topography provides great scenic interest for 

viewers. Vegetation furnishes cool, comfortable surroundings for visitors 

to enjoy the splendor of the park. 

An abundant wildlife culture offers pleasure to visitors in many ways. 

While some like to photograph the species present in the park, others are 

satisfied just knowing they have sighted some of the creatures. Himters 

and fishermen can journey to nearby Lincoln National Forest to fulfill their 
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desires of sport. 

Because of the mild winters and balmy springs and falls, coupled with 

the region's pure air and scenic splendor, Guadalupe Mountains will become 

more and more attractive to year-round visitation. 

Much geology of the Delaware Basin and Capitan Reef has been described 

at Carlsbad Caverns. Guadalupe can complete the story by offering a view 

of this reef in cross section, perhaps at the mouth of McKittrick Canyon. 

Of Course, El Capitan, the feature for which the reef was named, provides a 

dramatic scenic and geological statement in itself. 

A well-done archeological center will provide a rich and deeply-rooted 

first chapter in the ecology of man in this region. Finds and artifacts 

from Lincoln National Forest and Carlsbad Caverns might be displayed with 

specimens from Hermit's Cave and other archeological sites within the Guada

lupes at the interpretive center. 

The Guadalupe Mountains have been in the center of history, and locations 

exist within the park which are well-adapted for historical interpretation. 

For instance, Guadalupe Pass which forced strange and often alien people to 

travel along the same trail for a short distance. Also within Guadalupe 

Pass, the remnants of Pine Spring Station are standing and offer an inter

esting backfirop for relating the story of the Butterfield Overland Stage. 
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Spanish exploration, Indian depredations and way of life, calvary exped

itions, gold-seeker migrations, border disputes, and other events of our 

westward expansion should be displayed at the interpretive center, just as 

the epoch of the stage coach is portrayed. 



PART IV. 

THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK VISITOR CENTER 
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IV. fHE VISITOR CENTER 

Purpose 

At least one main objective of a successful building is to adequately 

provide a service to the public, and a Visitor Center should be just that— 

a public use building. Perhaps the planning of Visitor Centers has been 

viewed from only one side. These structures, when empty of visitors, may 

work excellently for park service operations, but one must keep in mind the 

question of whether the mental comfort and physical convenience of the visitor 

has been fulfilled. Essentially, and in most instances, the visitors are 

transient. A Visitor Center is only a stopping place, and, from the visitor's 

point of view, it becomes basically a source of information regardless of 

the subject matter, whether informative, instructive, or utilitarian. 

The assumption that the visitor will expose himself, willingly, to an 

unfamiliar situation for the purpose of obtaining information must be one 

of the primary considerations. Being in an unfamiliar setting, every visitor 

has a problem. He may be tired, hot, irritated by children, family, sun, 

driving, or personal discomfort. 

The first thing a person wants in an unfamiliar situation is warmth 
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and friendliness and freedom from decision.^ When he has satisfied his 

personal comforts, had a drink of water, etc., there should be a visual 

Invitation of a direction to follow. 

The mental efforts surrounding decisions can be substantial to many 

individuals. The visitor is a stranger in strange surroundings, and after 

he has solved the problems of personal comforts, he needs purposeful help 

57 and guidance.^ He is not well prepared mentally or emotionally to make 

decisions. In the sense of providing a warm and welcoming hand, he should 

be provided with the encouragement to move in the right direction. 

This encouragement is provided by the architecture as well as by park 

personnel. In no way should the guidance be in the philosophy of the cap

tive audience. The suggestion to follow the best, although predetermined, 

course should be supplied, with ample opportunity for the visitor to change 

his mind or stop at any point. In the spirit of warm welcome, there is 

pronounced evidence that some facility for stopping to rest, for the provisions 

of simple though adequate lounge or rest areas, would encourage a more active 

and interested visitor participation and enhance his experience. 

How best to handle the immediate problem of visitor reception, infor

mation, and guidance will probably evolve only with experience. There is 

certainly evidence that the dispersal of miscellaneous information is a 
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more important function, and consequently requires more space than has been 

considered in previous visitor centers.-̂  

Circulation, the movement of people from space to space internally 

within the limits of the building, must be carefully thought out and resolved. 

Openness of space and openness of plan suggest the use of nature instead of 

enclosed space as a method of distributing people at a minimum cost. Moving 

visitors through spaces without returning to the point of beginning is also 

considered feasible. The Museim Branch of the National Park Service feels 

that totally enclosed space and return to the point of entry ensures the 

most efficient exhibit room. 

Besides the openness of plan, the opportunities to encourage the total 

visitor experience from the building must be explored- Views from the Visitor 

Center, where applicable, should be exploited. Views from the lobby should 

be considered, and even views from the exhibit room where either placement 

or natural features are paramount, should be encouraged. 

If the visitor experience is to be encouraged, the actual placement of 

the facility may required different treatment in different locations within 

the same park. The values of the park must be conveyed to the visitor, and 

the method by which they are related is somewhat similar to those in a story

book.-̂ ^ There must be a beginning, which in this case, is a park boundary. 
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Immediately following the opening sentence of the book, a mood is set. There 

is then the book's main body, which sets the theme and the character of the 

several individuals, and the final portion of climax and summation. This 

relates to the Visitor Center in that the placement of the visitor is a basic 

consideration in the portion of the story to be told. A building, particularly 

a Park Service Visitor Center, should not be so thoroughly complete as to 

accomplish the "be all" and "end all" role.^° 

The Visitor Center is a building, and within it is told one portion of 

the park story. The total story is told by the park itself. One may wonder 

where the Visitor Center fits into the total concept of interpretation, since 

the sequence diagram or analysis concerns only the services, orientation, 

indoctrination, and explanation that will be involved in this particular 

building. The Visitor Center is one part of the interpretive situation. The 

total problem and a total analysis of the entire story, sequence, and visitor 

visitation experience should also be told in a greatly enlarged sequential 

explanation of park interpretation. The Visitor Center should architecturally 

integrate well with its setting and surroundings. 
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Design Criteria 

The Visitor Center helps set the tone of the park. In the smaller parks, 

such as Guadalupe Mountains National Park, it is often the only structure 

of consequence to the public. As an architectural expression, the Visitor 

Center speaks for the park and must do so with authenticity. When it is 

most successful, it speaks quietly and is unobtrusive rather than flamboyant; 

it must not intrude on the natural landscape. Specifically, the Park Service 

lists eight basic architectural design criteria: 

1. Each design should be a unique and individual solution in harmony 

With the park character and site, satisfying the building requirements 

at the same time. 

2. Each design should grow from the landform, and, except in special cases, 

fehould not dominate the landscape. 

3. Sometimes areas seem to cry for a design suggesting traditional or 

regional style. However, to maintain regional or particularly period 

architecture would result in oddly proportioned boxes covered with 

pseudo-period gimcracks or reasonable well-proportioned structures stuffed 

with nonfunctioning activities. The best attack is not to copy styles, 

but to use regional materials and echo forms if possible. 
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4. Within a small park or developed area of a large park, it is essential 

that the total concept have a consistent design. 

5. The building should have an emotional impact, especially on the interior. 

6. Generally, we think in terms of three factors of architecture: structure, 

function, esthetics. There is a fourth: space, both interior and exterior. 

It can be static or have a sense of order, sequence and flow. The inte

gration of interior and exterior space creates an exciting, moving scene. 

7. Sculptural relief is important in both vertical and horizontal planes, 

as is a pleasant sense of rhythm and repetition. 

8. Color is one of the greatest single factors in creating a favorable im-
6l 

pression, second only to location and design. 

Placement 

There are three placements for Visitor Centers: (l) at or near the 

park entrance, (2) en route between entrance and possible destination, and 

(3) at a terminus. The location has much to do with visitation. Figures 

have yet to prove that over 20 percent of the public use a Visitor Center. 

But, this figure could be materially altered by location and, possibly, by 

roadside interpretive displays. Certainly, it is poor planning to be 
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satisfied with a figure as low as 20 percent. We should re-examine and shape 

future plans to attract more. 

An entrance Visitor Center certainly should set the mood for the park, 

or at least "catch" the mood and pass it on to the visitor, though this is 

better done before arriving at a building. It should introduce and orient 

the public and provide positive encouragement to participate in the other 

interpretive facilities in the park. It should be the introduction to the 

total Interpretation of park values. 

At an "en route" Visitor Center, there is the definite possibility that 

the tenor or mood of the park has already been effective upon the visitor. 

Here, interpretation is more difficult, because it must provide both an 

introduction and a synopsis of the park values already passed, as well as 

the encouragement to get those values of importance that lie ahead- Yet, 

here again, the ""learning process" takes place—siAmmary, review, and condition

ing for the next step. 

A terminus Visitor Center will have the greatest demand and will require 

the fullest treatment. The mood of the park has already had ample opportunity 

to make itself felt on the visitor. More of the park story has already been 

told. The terminal Visitor Center must provide a synopsis of these park 

values and, in addition, it must provide the introduction to and interpretation 
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of the nearby park features. These features are the reason for the existence 

of the park itself and, possibly, for the location of the Visitor Center. 

By its location alone, there is encouragement to participate. 

Placement is more than a hopeful or loose-jointed thing. It is important 

in the programming and master planning. How the total program of the park 

is to be presented affects the way the story in the building is told. It 

affects how, and in what sequence, the story is told, as well as how much or 

how little. These basic considerations affect architectural planning for 

the visiting public. 

For convenience, several examples of flow patterns follow. Notes on 

each describe circulation problems and advantages. Though these diagrams 

are not complete, they are possibilities. There is no relationship of relative 

size of the various circles. They are indications of visitor flow. 

Example 1 indicates that architecturally the lobby is usually a space 

enclosed on three sides, being open only at the entrance. This type of almost 

total enclosure may generate a totally inappropriate phychological reaction. 

The visitor is captured. He should, on the contrary, feel welcome and relaxed, 

free to partake in a little or a lot, free to stay or leave, encouraged to 
62 

gain through an enjoyable experience. 

Examples 2, 3, and 4 are Indications of the possibility of directing 
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the flow of visitors so that there is no need to return to the reception and 
63 information space, although they may do so if they wish. -̂  

Space Requirements 

1. Visitation—Based on peak load of 200 persons per hour 

2. Lobby-i-

A. Refuge from weather 

B. Gathering place for scheduled trips 

C. Transition to/from: 

(1) Assembly 

(2) Exhibits 

(3) Outside or field exhibits 

(4) Lounge or rest area 

(5) Administrative offices 

D. Contact—information concerning: 

(1) Park 

(2) Interpretive sales 

(3) Travel 

(4) Roads 
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(5) Weather 

(6) Accommodations 

E. Combined use as Lobby—lecture 

(1) Storage space for seating 

F. Resting area or lounge 

G. Drinking fountains 

H. Telephone booths 

3. Information office 

A. Office space for attendant 

B. Literature sales 

4. Auditorium—Assembly: 275 person capacity 

A. Uses 

(1) Orientation 

(2) Multi-use 

a. Park programs for personnel 

b. Special lectures 

B. Special audio-visual room 

C. Storage space for chairs 

D. Projection booth 

(1) Film storage 
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(2) Projector storage 

a. slides 

b. 'movies 

F. Special considerations 

(1) Electronic center 

a. General audio 

b. Records 

c. Tapes 

(2) Screen 

(3) Walls 

(4) Acoustics 

a. Ceiling 

b. Walls 

c. Room shape 

(5) Platform 

5. Exhibit room(s) 

A. Park interpretation 

B. Special exhibit room(s) 

(1) Seasonal 

(2) Traveling 
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(3) Local 

(4) Regional 

C. Exhibit or display storage 

(1) Work room 

(2) Office 

6. Special public rooms 

A. Lounge or rest area 

B. Refreshment--snack area 

C. Artifact and specimen display 

7. Toilets 

A. Estimates 

(1) 150 people per hour (peak load) 

(2) 1500 people per day (peak load) 

(3) 150 people per day (average load) 

B. Drinking fountains 

8. Staff offices 

A. Superintendent 

B. Clerk/stenographer 

C. Special spaces 

(1) Mail distribution 
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(2) Mimeographing 

(3) Drafting 

(4) Radio and dispatcher 

(5) Money vault 

(6) Special storage vaults 

(7) Toilets 

E. Conference 

F. Employees' rest and lunch area 

G. Study collections 

(1) Storage 

(2) Workshop or laboratory 

(3) Library 

(4) Office 

H. Photographic laboratory 

(1) Darkroom 

(2) Workshop 

9. Special Uses 

A. Nursery/children's room 

B. First aid 

(1) Nurse's office 
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(2) P a t i e n t ' s room 

(3) Toi le t 

C. Animal shelter 

10. Mechanical equipment 

A. Telephone 

B. Electrical distribution 

(1) Transformer vault 

(2) Generator 

C. Heating 

D. Air conditioning 

E. Sewage disposal 

F. Water pump system 

11. Outside features 

A. Terrace(s) 

(1) Circulation to building 

(2) Circulation from building 

(3) Circulation between elements of building 

B. Covered porches 

C. Overlook 
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12. Furniture, furnishings, and miscellaneous 

A. Special 

(1) Wall maps 

(2) Murals 

B. Furniture 

(1) Desks 

(2) Cases 

(3) Cabinets 

(4) Tables 

(5) Chairs 

(6) Counters 

C. Furnishings 

(1) Rugs 

(2) Curtains 

(3) Shades 



PART V. 

THE GRANDEUR OF THE GUADALUPES 
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V. THE GRANDEUR OF THE GUADALUPES \ 

The following photographs were obtained on a recent excursion to 

Guadalupe Peak. It was my first real encoimter of the rugged Guadalupe 

Mountains, and, with the inclusion of the photographs, the scenic beauty 

and magnificent splendor of the range are best expressed. 

One cannot fully comprehend the sensations felt as I looked over the 

park from the highest point in the state, but by including these photographs, 

I hope to expose the reader to some of the sensations I felt: the vastness 

of the park, the visual excitement, and the grandeur of natural creation. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS 

a. El Capitan, the focal feature of the park, rises high above the surround
ing countryside. 

b. The Guadalupe Springs Trail to the summit of Guadalupe Peak. 

c. Guadalupe Peak in the center of the photograph looks as if it is not 
as high as El Capitan on the left. 

d. Sandstone projections along the Guadalupe Springs Trail. 

e. The Delaware Mountains and Basin to the south of the park. 

f. The Delawares from about two-thirds of the way up to Guadalupe Peak. 

g. The rugged limestone Capitan reef exposed along the trail, 

h. Pine trees mark the Saddle. 

i. About two-thirds of the way to the Saddle the canyon narrows down and 
the trail comes down into the stream bed. 

j. The Guadalupe Springs Trail follows the center of the draw. 

k. The west face of El Capitan from Guadalupe Peak. 

1. The brush in the center of El Capitan makes going slow, so it is better 
to work over to the exposed rock at the edge, remembering that a 1,500-
foot drop is on either side. 

m. The east face of El Capitan. 

n. The Salt Flats look as if they are huge lakes after a recent shower, 
from this point at the siAmmit of Guadalupe Peak. 

o. The high country to the north. 
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p. "El Conquistqdor de Guadalupe." 

q. Pine-topped high country to the north. 

r. Foreground: the lime-excreted fossil reef. Background: the Delaware 
Mountains. 

s. The imposing El Capitan. 

t. El Capitan from the south east, the "island in the desert". 

u. The glacis meets the sheer face of El Capitan. 

V. The dense cover of the high coimtry. 

w. Thick shrubbery grows on the west side of the draw from Guadalupe Peak 
to Guadalupe Springs. 

X. A portion of the 1,500-foot uplifted fossil reef. 

y. U.S. 62-180 winds its way through the southern portion of the park. 

z. A cool, but dry, spring bed in the high country. 

A. The vast expanse of the high country to the northwest. 

B. "Looking Down" upon the east face of El Capitan from Guadalupe Peak-

C. The Delaware Mountains to the south from Guadalupe Peak. 

D. The Salt Flats extend for many miles to the west. 

E. A stream bed in the high country offers a cool, refreshing change from 
the heat of the desert. 

F. The west face of El Capitan rises some 3.000 feet above the surrounding 
countryside. 
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PREFACE 

The visitor traveling to Guadalupe Mountains National Park will begin 

his visual experience many miles from the park boundaries. For many miles 

in all directions the desert prevails, and when the visitor first sees 

the Guadalupe Mountains it truly appears as an "Island in the Desert." 

As the traveler progresses on the main highway, the mountains appear 

to uplift from the surrounding countryside, just as they did over 100 million 

years ago. The rugged limestone reef thrusts upwards from the glacis. 

It is truly a magnificent voyage to travel in this area, an area that 

still remains a wilderness in today's hectic world. 

This is one reason the National Park Service has wisely chosen to 

retain this uncluttered national area for the enjoyment of all Americans. 

The acreage holds immense treasures of geologic wealth as well as a colorful 

history and one of the most unique biomes in the United States. 

As stated earlier within the contents of this program, the National 

Park Service is expecting an annual influx of visitors in the range of 



half a million persons. It is my hope that the National Park Service will 

constantly monitor environmental impact data so that the naturalness of 

this area will not be damaged by careless visitors. As a student of 

architecture, as well as a student of beauty and magnificence, my goal was 

to afford these half million annual tourists an opportunity to see, to feel, 

and to sense this magnificent area that was given to us millions of years 

ago while still trying to preserve it for the enjoyment of those who will 

come in the future. It is understood that changes will occur in the 

environment of this area, but these changes should, by and large, be an 

act of nature — not of man. For this reason I chose a site where inter

pretive values are at their highest and man's detrimental affects will have 

their least impact. 

All efforts to retain the natural beauty of the area were taken in the 

designing of the Visitor Center. It is my feeling that the design of this 

structure can be instrumental in a process that will preserve the beauty 

of the Guadalupe Mountains. 
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SITE SELECTION 

Upon further studies of the Guadalupe Mountains National Park, 

the site at Pine Springs was chosen for the location of the Visitor 

Center over the alternative site at Guadalupe Springs. Several factors 

were studied which made Pine Springs the better site location. 

U.S. Highway 62-180, the major access road to the national park, is 

located on the southern edge of the park boundary. This highway, for the 

most part, does not cross into the national park boundaries. The highway 

however does cross into the park at Pine Springs. It is at this point that 

the highway makes its deepest penetration into the park. For this reason, 

access to the park is best at this point. Access to this "Island in the 

Desert" is important for the 500,000 visitors who will come to this recently 

created national park annually. 

iiiiSiv«k-3#ife/»i:i 



DESIGN CONCEPTS 

Transportation Terminal 

The road to the transportation terminal will coincide with the trail 

to the existing temporary campground facilities. This road will travel 

through the Pine Springs Canyon to a point approximately one mile from the 

highway. This route was chosen over another proposed route that came from 

the south because of a desire to create a more visual experience as one 

approaches the transportation terminal. As the visitor travels in his car, 

he will sense the enclosure created by the walls of the canyon. At this 

point he can decide whether to go to the Visitor Center or travel further 

up into the canyon to the designated campgrounds. 

As the visitor arrives at the transportation terminal, parking for 350 

cars is located close to the information center and to elevators that will 

take him to the Visitor Center. The parking is "dug in" to the mountainside 

so as to shelter its view from the Visitor Center. 



Located at the transportation terminal will be parking, an information 

desk and lobby, two passenger elevators and one service elevator, kennel 

facilities and a bus stop for taking visitors to McKittrick Canyon on 

scheduled guided tours. 

The information desk will be located in the lobby space of the trans

portation terminal. This desk will be manned to take care of any questions 

visitors might have upon arrival. 

The lobby of the transportation terminal will be a space that visitors 

may use to wait for an elevator to the Visitor Center, or to wait for one 

of the scheduled trips to McKittrick Canyon. Located adjacent to the 

lobby are the elevators and the kennel facilities. The two passenger's 

elevators will carry the visitors on an incline of approximately 45 degrees 

from an elevation of 6,650 feet to Level 3 of the Visitor Center at an 

elevation of 7.500 feet. The three-and-one-half minute elevator ride will 

carry 340 persons per hour underground to the Visitor Center. This gives the 

elevators a total capacity of 680 persons per hour running at their peak 

capabilities. This number reflects the passenger count going both up to 

the Center and back down to the terminal. To arrive at a number reflecting 

the capability of the elevators delivering persons to the Center, the 

total capacity is cut in half, or a total of 340 persons per hour for both 

elevators. 
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The elevators will travel a few feet below the land surface, thus 

allowing the visitors an opportunity to arrive at the point where the 

jnterpretive values are at their best while preserving the pristine and 

natural mountainside. This system was chosen over a proposed aerial tramway 

that would clutter the views with cars and cables and would also have to 

be shut down when wind gusts were over 30 miles per hour. 

Lobby 

The elevator system will have only one stop between the transportation 

terminal and the Visitor Center. This stop will be on Level 3 of the 

Center -- the lobby level. As much freedom as possible is given the visitor 

as he arrives at the Center. Immediately as the elevators arrive at the 

lobby level, the visitor has a choice as to which direction he may want to 

travel. The visitor may want to seek information at the information desk 

in the lobby, or immediately begin his interpretive journey. A circular 

ramp begins at the elevator lobby and takes the visitor to the geological 

interpretive area. 

Different types of experiences are open to the visitor's discretion. 

He may wish to wait in the lobby or go directly to the interpretive areas. 
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Escalators are located on the east end of the lobby, which will provide a 

unique interpretive ride to the lower levels. The visitor can see through 

the glass in front of him to the west face of Pine Springs Canyon, to 

either side the interpretive spaces, or to a small recreated spring and 

waterfall at the sides of the escalator as it moves between levels. 

The auditorium is located on the lobby level, and it is at this point 

that the visitor will be exposed to programs prepared by the National Park 

Service. These programs use slides, film and other audio-visual aids to 

acquaint the visitor to the Guadalupe Mountains National Park. The audi

torium is equipped with two sets of doors that will cut off noise and light 

coming from the lobby. Temporary seating is provided for 180 persons 

within the auditorium and may be removed and stored in a storage area at 

the front for special programs that will take place. This flexibility is 

needed in a multi-use space. Two sets of fire doors are located on either 

side of the auditorium and lead directly outside in the event of a fire 

within the Center. 

A nursery is located on Level 3 of the Visitor Center for those parents 

who do not wish to take their young children with them through the interpre

tative displays. 

The nursery can accommodate about 40 youngsters and is equipped to 
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keep them occupied while their parents visit the interpretive displays. 

An exterior door leads to the interpretive deck on the south side, and 

also has access to a flat portion of the mountainside. This area will 

give the children an opportunity to play outdoors under supervised direction 

when the weather permits. 

A first-aid station is located adjacent to the lobby and will be capable 

of treating minor accidents and illnesses of the visitors. An exterior door 

is provided so patients may be transported to a heliport if the illness is 

serious. 

V/ithin the interpretive sales area, visitors may purchase mementos of 

their visit to the Guadalupe Mountains National Park. This space is equipped 

to accommodate the different types and kinds of displays that are needed. 

The interpretive decks are a part of the lobby level. The deck on the 

south side was provided so the visitor may observe the canyons of the Delaware 

Mountains to the south. The interpretive deck on the north and east sides 

of the Visitor Center will reveal the exposures of limestone reef on the 

north side, and the uplifted reef on the east side across Pine Springs Canyon. 

At the center of the lobby is a circular ramp that leads to Level 4 — 

the lounge level. A circular ramp allows the visitor to observe the activities 

all around him as he travels between levels. Other modes of circulation 
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are provided between the various levels. Visitors may either take the 

elevator between Levels 3, 4, and 5, or walk on the circular ramp which 

exists as a focal architectural sculptural piece between levels. Two sets 

of ramps lead to the interpretive levels, as well as the escalator which 

provides a unique type of visual moving ride to the lower two levels. 

The visitor's interpretive experience begins as soon as he views the 

Guadalupe Mountains, and it is uninterrupted throughout his stay. The 

mountains always are visible through the east glass which faces the western 

face of the canyon. 

Geological Interpretation 

The geological interpretation space is one of the most important 

interpretative spaces within the Visitor Center- This area is devoted to 

displays that tell the story of the creation of the Guadalupe Mountains. 

Strict information is not interpretation: although interpretation includes 

information, all interpretation must relate to something within the personality 

or experience of the visitor. The chief aim, then, of interpretation is 

not instruction, but provocation and combines many arts to present a whole 

rather than a partial story. These thoughts were all considered in designing 



display spaces for geological interpretation, as well as other interpretive 

spaces. The geology is most unique in the Guadalupe [.fountains and plays an 

important role in the overall interpretive story. The visitor will always 

be able to relate display and recreative devices to the geological exposures 

of the Capitan Barrier Reef by looking out the glass, and also relate these 

displays to the other interpretive areas in view. This was a principle that 

was foremost in my mind as I was designing the interpretive spaces. 

Biological Interpretation 

The biological interpretive spaces are located on the same level as 

the geological interpretive spaces because of their apparent close relationships 

The mountains of Guadalupe were formed by billions of lime-secreting 

organisms which have, over a period of years, given ground to new flora 

and fauna of the area. The spaces and displays of the biological interpre

tive areas are concerned with the interrelationship that exists between the 

living organisms and their environment. Displays will portray the role of 

flora and fauna of the region and their natural habitat. The interpretive 

qualities of living organisms are paramount, and will result in a deeper 

understanding and appreciation of both plant and animal species. 
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Archeological Interpretation 

Man's existence in the Guadalupes began almost 12,000 years ago, and the 

archeological interpretive spaces deal with man's role in the total eco

system of the area. Displays will be directed toward exhibiting a portion 

of the artifacts which have been recovered. Archeological interpretation 

will tell the story of man's existence as a nomad and cave dweller. This 

area v;ill be a museum in many respects. The importance of the discoveries 

at Hermit's Cave, where many of the artifacts were unearthed, will play 

an important role in the total interpretation of the Guadalupe Mountains. 

Historical Interpretation 

The archeological story of Guadalupe Mountains gives way to the historical 

significance of the region. Historical interpretive exhibits are probably 

the most romantic of all exhibits within the Visitor Center. The story will 

be told of how Conquistadores first trespassed on the domain of the Apaches 

and Comanches. The visitor will be subjected to one of the most colorful 

chapters of history that exists in our heritage. Interpretive devices 

v/ill tell, in chronological order, how white settlers and trailblazers forged 



a new and shorter route between east and west, and how in doing so the 

Indian was displaced from the mountains. 

Field Interpretation 

Following a visit through the historical interpretive displays the 

visitor will find easy transformation into the field interpretation lobby. 

This space is a waystation for those who wish a guided tour of some of the 

trails which run throughout the park. It is a comfortable spot to wait 

which has tremendous views of the canyon in an enclosed atmosphere. The 

visitor can, if he wishes, venture onto the geological interpretive deck 

and see, feel and smell the encompassing environment of the mountains. It 

is at this point the formal interpretation will be complete, but by no 

means the end of interpretive experiences. The visitor has now been sub

jected to a wide variety of interpretive media and will continue to observe 

and relate future sights with those he has witnessed in the Visitor Center. 

Lounge 

The loionge is expected to be one of the most active spots in the 



Visitor Center. Whether the visitor has been hiking all day or has just 

arrived, the lounge will be a welcome spot. The lotwige is located above 

the lobby on Level 4. It is accessible by elevator or by the circular 

rampway. At the lounge level the visitor can see outside in an almost 

uninterrupted 360 degree swing. He can also look down the escalator lobby 

to Levels 3. 2, and 1 and relate to the activities that are taking place on 

four different and unique levels. Concessions and vending machines are 

accessible to the visitor as well as comfortable seating for 200. both 

indoors and outdoors. He may wish to have a snack outdoors, or just wander 

on the deck and observe the magnificent views that exist. 

Observation Deck 

The most climactic views exist on Level 5 of the Visitor Center. Here 

the visitor can see the Delaware Mountains to the south. El Capitan and 

Guadalupe Peak to the southwest and west, the high country to the north, 

and Pine Springs Canyon to the east. It is at this level that the panoramic 

viewing is at a climax and the visitor can relate the interpretive values 

that he has encountered since he first glimpsed the Guadalupe Mountains. 



structure 

The structure of the Visitor Center employs different systems for 

the purpose of achieving the type of environment wanted. Levels 1, 2, and 

3 are structural slabs on grade. All loads for these levels are carried 

directly to the ground. Load bearing walls are of a masonry construction 

using local stone. Prestressed curved beams span between Levels 1, 2, 

and 3. This system gives maximum openness of plan, and unobstructed views. 

Levels 4 and 5 are structural slabs supported on reinforced concrete beams 

and joists. The loads are transmitted to masonry columns which run from 

Level 5 to Level 3. These systems give the desired interior spatial 

qualities and add to the overall compatibility of building and site-

Materials 

Due to the abundant presence of stone within the area, all walls will 

be masonry. These walls will make the building and the mountain a part 

of each other. Suspended plaster ceilings will be used because of their 

flexibility. Glass is used extensively on the east and south for light, 

warmth, and to provide for viewing the magnificent geological formations. 



Glass is used sparingly on the west in order to cut down on solar radiation 

when the sun is at its strongest. Terrazo floors are used because of their 

wide range of patterns and colors. Prestressed concrete beams are employed 

providing the desired openness. A "cool deck" is poured on top of the 

structural slab of Level 5. This is used because of its ability to reflect 

the sun's rays and stand up well to the anticipated traffic on the obser

vation deck. 

Mechanical and Electrical 

The incline elevator core will also serve as a pipe chase for 

supplying fresh water to the building, and for carrying away the waste 

from the building. The incoming water supply will be pumped to an emer

gency water supply storage well located above the ramp on the southwestern 

side of the building. This will insure a supply of water for the building 

if the piAmps fail. 

The heating and cooling of the building is done by a chilled and hot 

water 4-pipe system. The chiller and boiler are located in the mechanical 

room on Level 3. Air-cooled condensing units are located on the deck 

outside the mechanical room on this level. Hot and chilled supply and 

•t^^]^': 'Mm, 



return pipes run to the air handlers located in mechanical rooms on Levels 

1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Electrical feeders are carried to distribution equipment from public 

supply lines along U.S. Highway 62-180 in the chase space of the incline 

elevator system. An emergency generator is located on Level 3 to insure 

constant power for the building. 
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